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In his “Literary Reveries” of 1834 Vissarion Belinsky proclaimed, “we have 
no literature” (Belinskii PSS I:22).  Belinsky was in good company with his 
assessment.  Such sentiments are rife in the critical essays and articles of the first 
third of the nineteenth century.  A decade earlier, Aleksandr Bestuzhev had declared 
that, “we have a criticism but no literature” (Leighton, Romantic Criticism 67).  
Several years before that, Pyotr Vyazemsky voiced a similar opinion in his article on 
Pushkin’s Captive of the Caucasus: “A Russian language exists, but a literature, the 
worthy expression of a mighty and virile people, does not yet exist!” (Leighton, 
Romantic Criticism 48).  These histrionic claims are evidence of Russian 
intellectuals’ growing apprehension that there was nothing Russian about the 
literature produced in Russia.  There was a prevailing belief that Russia had become 
a nation of cultural imitators whose literature was nothing more than a soulless 
aping of other nations’ literary achievements, leading writers and critics to question 
the extent to which a literature that relied so heavily on copying foreign models 
could really be considered “Russian.”  Almost unanimously, Russian intellectuals 
called for the creation of a national literature that would spring organically from 
Russia’s own history and cultural traditions - one that could capture the unique 
essence of the Russian nation.   
 For many in educated circles, Russian literature was corrupted at the source 
– its lack of Russian national character reflecting the lack of Russianness in the 
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westernized elite who created it.  Aleksandr Bestuzhev’s explanation for Russia’s 
lack of a literature was “…that we have been raised by foreigners.  We suckled with 
our mother’s milk a lack of narodnost’ and an awe only for what is alien” (Leighton, 
Romantic Criticism 67).  This elegant summary of a pervasively held view reveals the 
depth to which Russian intellectuals felt they had become estranged from the rest of 
Russian society.  After a century of re-making themselves in Europe’s image, the 
educated elites discovered that they had ended up on the wrong side of a dichotomy 
between свой (one’s own) and чужой (the foreign, alien or other).  While they had 
become European in their worldview, culture, behavior, and appearance, Russian 
intellectuals continued to perceive the westernized culture they had assimilated as 
fundamentally чужой, though by this point it was by far the one that was the most 
natural to them.  They recognized that their Europeanized culture was an artificial 
transplant that, drawing on no native cultural resources of its own, could never 
produce anything original and therefore could never be more than a sterile 
imitation of Europe; finery borrowed from and built on, other nation’s cultural 
foundations.  On the other hand, Russian intellectuals were keenly aware of how far 
they had drifted from the traditional culture of the rest of Russian society, so much 
so that they felt the culture that they, as Russians, recognized as свой had become 
completely foreign to them.  It was this sense of alienation that Pyotr Chaadayev 
was channeling when he declared that “we have become strangers to ourselves” 
(37).  Yet, for all their lamenting over their estrangement from their native culture, 
the educated elite was unwilling to abandon the westernized culture that allowed 
them to claim a place for themselves and Russia among the great European powers.  
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They did not want an authentic Russian identity at the cost of its membership in 
European civilization.  Rather, they sought to fashion a uniquely Russian culture that 
would establish it as a cultural equal to Europe as well as represent Russia’s 
contribution to the culture of all humanity.  It was the task of the educated elites, 
steeped in European culture but at the same time conscious of themselves as 
Russians and their role as writers in Russia’s cultural life, to create an identity, both 
for themselves and Russia, that would define them as both Russian and European.  
The question of national identity and its expression in literature was therefore 
inextricably linked to and profoundly informed by the educated elite’s attempts to 
negotiate an identity between Russia and the West.   
 The irony, which has been abundantly noted, is that it was the elite’s 
adoption of Western European civilization and its worldview that precipitated the 
development of national consciousness and later provided them with the theoretical 
framework within which they constructed and understood the problem of national 
identity.  Already in the latter half of the eighteenth century, the elite’s increased 
cultural contact with Europe had fostered a nascent national consciousness, a 
national consciousness that Hans Rogger describes as being “particularly the 
product of the articulate, the educated, the literate portion of society—that is, its 
most highly westernized sector” (276).  Though born of the very westernization it 
came to rail against, this growing national consciousness eventually resulted in an 
increasing backlash against the elite’s imitation, and uncritical admiration, of 
Western Europe, although up to the turn of the nineteenth century satires of this 
phenomenon, such as Denis Fonvizin’s Brigadier General (1766), framed the 
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problem as one of individual vice, rather than a systemic flaw.  It was only with the 
debates about Russia’s literary language that broke out at the turn of the nineteenth 
century between the camps of Admiral Alexander Shishkov and Nikolai Karamzin 
that one can see the first indications that the problem of imitation and western 
influence had shifted from being a matter of specific individuals within the gentry to 
the culture of the gentry as a whole.1  
  The Russian elite’s increasing discomfort with imitation of Western Europe 
was accompanied and amplified in the first decades of the nineteenth century by a 
surge in patriotism arising from Russia’s victory in the War of 1812 and its resulting 
gains in international prestige and influence.  As Isaiah Berlin put it, the War of 1812 
“made Russia aware of her national unity and generated in her a sense of herself as 
a great European nation, recognized as such; as being no longer a despised 
collection of barbarians teeming behind a Chinese wall, sunk in medieval darkness, 
half-heartedly and clumsily imitating foreign models” (Berlin 135).  Unfortunately, 
however, the sense of Russia having arrived as an equal among the European 
nations extended only to its military and political influence.  Its culture, which elites 
still considered to be inferior and imitative, was one place were Russia clearly 
trailed, and was dependent on, Western Europe.  This new-found national pride 
provided fertile soil for Romantic philosophies of nationhood, nationalism, and 
national identity that began to trickle into Russia from Europe during this period, 
                                                        
1 For a more in depth discussion of the problem of imitation in the late eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, see Rabow-Edling, Susanna. Slavophile Thought and the 
Politics of Cultural Nationalism. Albany: State University of New York, 2006, 35-37 
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which in turn provided Russian intellectuals with a means to conceptualize Russia 
as a nation with a unique national identity (Leighton, Russian Romanticism). 
 In this context, German Romanticism proved the most influential for the 
construction of Russian nationalism and theories of national identity.  Germany was 
at the time a fractured confederation of small states whose upper echelons had 
embraced French culture in much the same way Russia’s elites had.  Eventually 
experiencing a backlash against foreign imitation as would later occur in Russia, 
German Romantic thinkers created a philosophy of nationalism that stressed the 
value of a unique national identity as opposed to the French-dominated 
Enlightenment’s emphasis on the universality of human culture.  Each nation was 
thought to constitute a single collective entity, each having its own ‘personality’ or 
identity based on its particular climate and historical development which would find 
expression in the cultural output of the nation - in art, in literature, science and so 
on (Ergang 87).  But, also like the Russian elite, German thinkers felt the educated 
society of which they were a part had become too corrupted by foreign influence 
and alienated from traditional German culture to produce such an authentic 
expression of national identity.  They would have to look outside their own milieu in 
order to find a repository of authentic German culture.  It would be the theories 
developed by these German Romantic philosophers that would provide the model 
for the Russian elite’s own search for a unique Russian national essence, a search 
that coalesced in the concept of narodnost’.   
Narodnost’, a term first used by Petr Vyazemsky in a letter of 1819 as a 
translation of the French nationalité, is a fundamentally slippery, multivalent 
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concept that, in Lauren Leighton’s words, encompasses, “not only ‘nationalness’ but 
also ‘popularness,’ ‘nativeness,’ ‘indigenousness,’ ‘autochthony,’ ‘folkness’” (Russian 
Romanticism 43).2  The consensus among writers and critics was that a Russian 
national literature would be comprised of works that would embody this sense of 
narodnost’.  It was perhaps the members of the group called Liubomudry (Society of 
the Lovers of Wisdom), a circle composed of young men who served in the archives 
of the Foreign Ministry in Moscow, who were most instrumental in creating the 
foundation of Romantic nationalism in Russia.  They were passionate adherents of 
German Idealist and Romantic philosophy, Schelling in particular, and it is through 
them that many elements of German Romantic nationalism spread into Russian 
thought of the 1820s.  Though they certainly strongly advocated the creation of a 
unique Russian national culture, they did not see the folk and folklore as a means of 
producing this culture.  Dmitry Venevitinov, for example, in his article “On the State 
of Enlightenment in Russia” makes clear that he sees the educated (presumably) 
upper classes as the carriers of national distinctiveness rather than the folk 
(Walicki, 68-69).  The members of Liubomudry, however, did agree with most 
intellectuals of the period that the development of a truly national literature was of 
great importance  
But having recognize the important of a national literature, the concrete 
means by which so abstract and elusive a concept as “narodnost’” or distinctive 
                                                        
2 In addition to this general definition, Leighton also identifies six separate but 
intimately entangled interpretations of narodnost’ in the Romantic period.  They 
range from a more political, civic-minded interpretation espoused by the 
Decembrists to a more populist one that held up the people as a repository of true 
Russian national culture and fostered an interest in folk genres.   
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national identity could be realized in literary works turned out to be infinitely more 
complicated.  Some thought that subject matter drawn from pre-Petrine history, a 
time that predated the large-scale influx of foreign influence brought by Peter the 
Great’s reforms and therefore represented a purer Russian culture, was most likely 
to produce the desired narodnost’.  Others considered that the key to narodnost’ lay 
in incorporating elements of the language of the common people into literary works.  
Finally, still others held that folk poetry - the native songs, legends, and fairy tales of 
the Russian peasant masses - was the greatest repository of the Russian national 
spirit.  As with Russian intellectuals’ conception of nationalism in general, the 
definition of narodnost’ that located Russianness in the peasant masses was a 
foreign import.  Johann Herder is recognized as the primary theorist of this folk-
based nationalism and national identity, arguing that the national soul is best 
expressed through the folk poetry of the people (Wilson 28).  Once again, a foreign 
theoretical construct fueled by internal developments, in this case an increased 
respect for, and interest in, the peasantry that resulted from the cooperation of the 
nobility and peasantry in defeating an external foe during the War of 1812, 
combined to create a surge in interest in Russian folk culture and the emergence of a 
cult of the narod as the embodiment of the Russian national soul.   
The concept of the people and their culture as the quintessence of Russian 
national spirit, in which a pure and authentic Russian culture had been preserved, 
led to a significant rise in the educated elite’s engagement with folklore.  Many 
writers made efforts to collect authentic examples of folklore from the people, and 
still more made attempts to incorporate elements of folk narrative forms into their 
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works.  One sees examples of folk-inspired literature in Kondraty Ryleev’s Dumy, 
based on a form of Ukrainian folk song from the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, Nikolai Gogol’s Evenings on a Farm Near Dikanka, and a number of 
literary fairy tales, of which Pushkin’s are unquestionably the most famous.  It was 
also during this period that the first attempts to collect authentic folk material were 
made.  Although the great fairy tale collectors, Alexander Afanasiev and Vladimir 
Dahl, carried out most of their collection activities only in the 1840s-1860s, many 
writers were beginning to collect folk songs and fairy tales on an informal basis 
from the 1820s-30s.  Figures like Pyotr Kireevsky, who collected a large number of 
folk songs, and Pushkin, who was known to have collected folk songs and fairy tales 
as material for his own experiments with incorporating folklore into literature, are 
examples of some of these earlier collection efforts.  In the midst of all this folklore-
related writing and activity, Russian intellectuals continued to debate how best to 
use folk narrative and folk culture to express narodnost’, whether it was in the 
depiction of the way of life and customs of the peasantry, including folklore or fairy 
tale elements in literary works; reproducing the language or linguistic forms of folk 
narrative, or using it as a means of accessing an Russian ancient epic past.  One thing 
that cannot be disputed about this period, however, was that folklore and folk 
culture played a major role in the effort to achieve a sense of narodnost’ in literature, 
and by extension, in the quest to fashion an authentic Russian national identity.  
 Yet as significant as folklore was in the debates about the creation of a 
national literature, there exists remarkably little scholarship about these debates.  
Folklore’s role in the creation of national identity in literature marks the point of 
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intersection of three subjects - literature, folklore, and national identity.  While one 
may find works written about any two of them - folklore in literature, national 
identity in literature, and folklore and national identity -- there seem to be none that 
incorporate all three.  The works dedicated to the study of folklore in literature 
primarily focus on cataloguing its various uses in literary works of different writers.  
The three volume series, Russian Literature and Folklore (Russkaia literatura i 
fol’klor), edited by A.A. Gorelov, and I. P. Lupanova’s The Russian Folktale in the 
Works of Writers of the First Half of the Nineteenth Century (Russkaia narodnaia 
skazka v tvorchestve pisatelei pervoi poloviny XIX veka) are the most important 
works of this type.  While they are impressively comprehensive in documenting the 
places where folklore may be found in Russian literature and in specific authors’ 
works, tracing the sources of the folklore elements used, and detailing the way each 
author’s use of folklore evolved over time, discussions of its role in forming a sense 
of national identity are fairly superficial to the extent that they occur at all.  
Generally, folklore’s role in creating an image of Russian national identity is 
mentioned only obliquely in connection with the relation of folklore to narodnost’ in 
literature.  Russian Literature and Folklore, for example, offers a particularly 
compelling account of the ideological, social, and historical reasons behind the 
fascination with folklore in the first third of the nineteenth century, including its 
role in debates about narodnost’ in the 1820s and 30s.  But this broad study 
functions mostly as historical background that provides a greater understanding of 
the contexts within which the folklore-inspired literature of the period should be 
viewed.  In this work, as in most other works of this type, it is simply taken as a 
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given that the use of folklore in literature was a product of the educated, 
westernized Russian writers’ search for national individuality and, eventually, 
national identity.  These works don’t attempt to interrogate the phenomenon or 
examine how folklore functions in literary works to achieve those ends.   
 For in-depth critical discussions of national identity in 19th-century Russian 
literature, one must turn to works on the literature of empire.  This category is 
overwhelmingly comprised of critical studies devoted to literary treatments of 
imperial Russia’s encounters with one or more of its ethnic minorities, most 
commonly the Ukraine, as in Miroslav Shkandrij’s Russia and Ukraine: Literature and 
the Discourse of Empire from Napoleonic to Postcolonial Times or the Caucasus, of 
which Susan Layton’s Russian Literature and Empire: Conquest of the Caucasus from 
Pushkin to Tolstoy and Katya Hokanson’s Writing at Russia’s Border are 
representative.  That these are the works that provide the most extensive analyses 
of national identity in Russian literature makes sense.  Postcolonial theory, which 
most of these works take as their theoretical base, has devoted a lot of attention to 
the mechanisms by which national identity is created within an imperial context.  
There is, therefore, a ready theoretical framework for discussions of national 
identity from an imperial standpoint that may be applied or adapted to the Russian 
empire’s specific conditions.  Works of this type generally address national identity 
as a process of construction of, and then differentiation from, an other represented 
by an ethnic minority within the Russian empire.  Only Layton identifies the Russian 
peasantry as an alternate place where Russian writers sought construct their 
Russianness, but even she does it in passing.  For the most part these works do not 
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include folklore in their discussion of national identity, their focus being on imperial 
Russia’s relationship to other ethnicities and cultures within the empire.  Indeed, 
folklore in literature and national identity in literature seem to exist on separate 
planes that rarely intersect in any significant way.  
 It is unsurprising, therefore, that the third category, that of folklore and 
national identity in 19th-century Russian literature, is by far the most sparse.  Even 
after many searches, I was unable to identify full-length studies of this topic.  The 
only places where folklore and national identity in literature seem to intersect are in 
previously mentioned surveys by Gorelov and Lupanova and some articles on 
folklore or narodnost’ in specific authors’ works.  Even then, these studies mostly 
focus on either folklore in literature, or in the author’s works with fleeting mentions 
of national identity, or on the general problem of national identity in the author’s 
oeuvre in which the role of folklore plays only a peripheral role.  There are also a 
few works that deal with folklore and national identity but not in literature.  In this 
regard, Laura Olson’s Performing Russia: Folk Revival and Russian Identity, a study of 
the role of folk music revival movements in the formation of Russian national 
identity, has been a useful parallel study in a non-literary field.  Though the book’s 
emphasis is on contemporary Russia, Olson’s chapter on folk music revival in the 
nineteenth century has been instructive for this project.   
 With this study I would like to create a critical space where folklore and 
national identity intersect in 19th-century Russian literature and in so doing fill a 
significant lacuna in the literature on the formation of Russian national identity in 
the nineteenth century.  The idea of narodnost’ and the expression of national 
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character in literature in the first decades of the nineteenth century is characterized 
fundamentally by its absence.  Though narodnost’ was identified as a missing 
attribute without which Russia may as well not have had a literature at all,  it could 
not be described in any concrete positive terms.  The concept of narodnost’ was first 
and foremost an undefined entity perceivable only by its absence.  Much of the 
debate surrounding narodnost’ in literature was, therefore, about different means by 
which it could be embodied in literature, means by which, in other words, the 
absent could be made present.  As mentioned previously, Russia’s ancient and pre-
Petrine past, the language or life of the common people and folklore were all 
suggested as possible sources of narodnost’.  The incorporation of some or all of 
these elements would in theory give literature the desired sense of Russian national 
character.  All of them place narodnost’ at a remove from the cultural elite.  Whether 
it was located in the past, in the common people, or wherever else, narodnost’ 
always seems to exist for the Russian intellectual of the early nineteenth century in 
some time that is not now, in some place that is not here, and in someone that is not 
them.   Moreover, even when attempting to create a sense of Russian national 
character by depicting elements of folklife in literary works, achieving a sense of 
true narodnost’ proved to be remarkably difficult.   Merely adopting “national” 
themes or describing the external trappings of the common people produced for 
many only a superficial, unsatisfying simulacrum of narodnost’.  But then this 
conception of Russianness as somehow embodied in the life, customs, or lore of the 
simple Russian folk could hardly have been otherwise, for the cultural elites were 
chasing what was essentially a mirage of Russian national identity.  Narodnost’ 
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conceived as some missing quality of authentic Russian national character contained 
at its foundation an ideal, and illusion, of cultural purity.  The educated elite felt that 
their own culture was no longer representative of the Russian nation, having been 
compromised by too much foreign influence.  Therefore, many of them located 
narodnost’ in the places they considered to have been untouched by the 
westernizing influence, i.e. in Russia before the reign of Peter the Great and in the 
common people who had been unaffected by Peter’s drive for westernization.  This 
had the effect of creating an opposition between a hypothetical “pure” Russian 
traditional culture represented by the idea of narodnost’ in the aforementioned 
manifestations and the culture of Russian intellectual circles, which had become 
adulterated and “un-Russian.”  One can see evidence of this in Belinsky’s assertion 
that “absolute nationality is accessible only to those people who are free from 
foreign influences” (“Безотносительная народность доступна только для 
людей, свободных от чуждых иноземных влияний”).  He contrasted this sense of 
“nationalness” or nationality with Russian educated, upper class society, which he 
argued had still not freed itself from European tutelage (Belinsky PSS I: 94).  This 
vision of narodnost’ as a pure Russian national spirit, existing in a remote past and 
theoretically possible in some vague future free of European cultural dominance, 
could only exist, as ideals must, in some beautiful far away, perpetually absent, 
frustratingly inaccessible, and ultimately inadequate for those trying to create an 
image of Russian national identity in literature.   
By the 1820s and 30s, writers and critics were beginning to turn away from the 
idea that the key to narodnost’ lay in the selection and depiction of subject matter or 
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external elements of folk life such as dress or the material life of the Russian people.  
As early as 1825, Pushkin, in his “On Nationality in Literature” (“O narodnosti v 
literature”), criticized this type of “narodnost’,” arguing that other great national 
writers did not restrict themselves to national themes, instead drawing on all 
manner of foreign source material.  At the same time, Pushkin expressed doubt that 
anything could truly be called Russian, other than the name, in such Russian 
“national” works as the Rossiada and Petriada (Pushkin PSS XI: 40).  These 
reflections on narodnost’ mark the beginning of a shift in perception from narodnost’ 
as a quality that exists outside a literary work to one that literature itself constitutes.  
This new concept of narodnost’ would later find expression in Gogol’s argument that 
 
True nationality does not consist of descriptions of a sarafan, but [exists] in the 
very spirit of the people.  The poet may even be national when he describes a 
completely foreign world but looks on it with the eyes of the national element, 
with the eyes of the whole people, when he feels and speaks so that it seems to 
his countrymen that they are feeling and speaking themselves 
 
Истинная национальность состоит не в описании сарафана, но в самом 
духе народа. Поэт даже может быть и тогда национален, когда описывает 
совершенно сторонний мир, но глядит на него глазами своей 
национальной стихии, глазами всего народа, когда чувствует и говорит 
так, что соотечественникам его кажется, будто это чувствуют и говорят 
они сами. (Pushkin PSS VI: 57) 
 
As can be seen from this passage, Russian intellectuals’ new vision of narodnost’ 
claimed a central role for the (culturally elite) writer in the production of narodnost’.  
It would no longer be “found” in the subject matter of the literary work but created 
by the “national” poet’s own gaze, now conflated with that of the people. One can 
detect in this new philosophy of narodnost’ a switch from an objective to a 
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subjective definition of the concept.  By depriving narodnost’ of a fixed temporal, 
spatial, or social location and re-interpreting it to reside in the work of literature 
itself, narodnost’ became a completely subjective quality, which, Pushkin claimed, 
could only be perceived by a writer’s own compatriots (Pushkin, PSS XI: 40).  The 
Russian people, the cultural elite included, would now decide what constituted 
narodnost’.  Folklore and folk culture would henceforth still play a significant role in 
the construction of national identity but now it would no longer be seen as a 
narodnost’-bearing particle in works that were still basically written in the Western 
European tradition.  Instead it would function as only one ingredient in a literature 
that was itself a producer of narodnost’.  It would be this literature that would create 
a multi-faceted, hybridized national identity representing all the diversity of Russian 
society, its high and low, native and foreign elements.   
This shift in the conception of narodnost’, in addition to redefining the 
relationship between narodnost’ and literature and thus allowing the elite to claim a 
role in the production of narodnost’, also resulted in a new relationship between 
literature and national identity.  Pushkin is representative of many Russian 
intellectuals who, under the influence of Western Romantic theories of national 
identity, viewed literature as an expression and reflection of a nation’s particular 
“physiognomy,” which was composed of its language, religion, history, climate, and 
other characteristics of national life (Pushkin PSS XI: 40).  The interaction between 
literature and national identity from this point of view is one-way.  It presupposes 
that there is an abstract Russian identity that exists outside of and precedes any 
given literary work.  Belinsky, for example, maintained that in Eugene Onegin, 
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Pushkin “was able to touch on so much, to allude to so much that belongs exclusively 
to the world of Russian nature, to the world of Russian society” (“умел коснуться 
так многого, намекнуть о столь многом, что принадлежит исключительно к 
миру русской природы, к миру русского общества!”) concluding this assessment 
with his famous statement: “Onegin may be called an encyclopedia of Russian life 
and a national work to the highest degree” (“"Онегина" можно назвать 
энциклопедией русской жизни и в высшей степени народным 
произведением.”) (Belinsky PSS VI:425).  Belinsky proclaims Evgeny Onegin a 
“national” (“народное”) work not because of any internal qualities of the literary 
work itself, but because of its ability to be a microcosm of Russian national life, 
containing within itself a reflection of Russian national identity, but an identity to 
which the literary work only refers or alludes.  The function of literature in this 
formulation is nothing more than an inert reflection removed from the Russianness 
and Russian national character it represents. 
The reinterpretation of narodnost’ as something that is produced by the work of 
literature itself, however, gives literature the power not only to reflect or express 
national identity but create it.  In this regard, it functions somewhat similarly to 
what Judith Butler suggests in her theory of gender identity in that national identity 
becomes an entity that is constructed by cultural works rather than one that exists 
independently and of which literature, art, and music are just expressions.  It is an 
entity constructed, at least in part, by literature and all other forms of Russian 
cultural production.  There is no formless, abstract “Russianness” that can be 
knowable independently of and prior to the concrete manifestations of Russian 
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culture.  To return to the example of Evgeny Onegin, it may very well be the 
comprehensive reflection of Russian life as Belinsky identified it, but who would 
argue that Evgeny Onegin, as one of the greatest Russian literary works of the 
nineteenth century, is not itself a formative part of what we understand to be 
Russian national identity and a work that has exerted influence on the further 
development of Russian literature?  Works like Evgeny Onegin, or even Pushkin’s 
fairy tales, created in an attempt to reify an indeterminate abstraction of 
Russianness and Russian national identity, become instead part of a multitude of 
constituent elements that define and construct Russian cultural consciousness.  
Works such as these are then become part of the broad tapestry of that aggregate 
consciousness, of all manner of art works, musical compositions, and other literary 
works that take them as their inspiration or respond to them.  In other words, 
Russian national consciousness as a whole is composed of innumerable discrete 
elements, which represent the entire sense of Russia’s historical and cultural 
experience and that exist in a continuous dialogue with each other.  That whole, in 
turn, constructs an image of Russian national identity which then gives each 
element new meaning and significance within the context of the whole.  It is by 
means of this mechanism that Russian cultural consciousness both reflects and 
composes Russian national identity.  Literature as part of this cultural 
consciousness, therefore, exists in a mutually reflecting and defining relationship 
with national identity.   
 Having established that literature played an important role in the construction 
of narodnost’, and by extension, national identity, I now need to describe the 
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mechanism by which the elite writer would realize this sense of narodnost’ in 
literature.  Though the educated classes had become for all intents and purposes 
culturally European, they still perceived Europe and its civilization as an other from 
which they needed to differentiate themselves in order to create a uniquely Russian 
identity.  At the same time, they felt alienated from the traditional Russian culture 
that was preserved in the rest of Russian society and therefore perceived them also 
as an other, though they considered it to be the culture that belonged to them as 
Russians.  Both what is commonly recognized as the great Russian literature of the 
nineteenth century and Russian national identity were born in the space the elite 
negotiated between two “others”.  A Russian national literature, in the opinion of 
Russian intellectuals of the period, had to perform two functions - to create a sense 
of unique Russian national identity and to establish itself, and by extension, Russian 
culture as a whole, as equal to the sophisticated cultures of Western Europe that had 
so long served as their models.  In order to do this, they would merge elements from 
both Western and traditional Russian culture into their literary works.  Literature 
would still adhere to the standards of high literature adopted from Western Europe 
but incorporate folklore and folk cultural elements. This could range anywhere from 
including relatively subtle folk references and allusions into works written 
primarily in the European tradition to works that mimicked folk narrative forms but 
were composed of a combination of foreign and native sources and high and low 
culture.  By combining elements of both the foreign-influenced culture of the elite 
and the traditional culture of the masses, culturally elite writers would differentiate 
their literature from one “other,” the West, by assimilating aspects of a second 
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“other,” the peasantry, thereby creating a hybridized sense of Russian national 
identity that could represent the entire nation.   
  A note on defining folklore: I began this dissertation thinking that I would 
exclusively concentrate on literary fairy tales – works that specifically imitate the 
folk narrative genre of the fairy tale.  In the course of this project, however, I decided 
this was too narrow a focus and excluded important works that offer telling clues 
about how these three writers in particular, and writers of the period in general, 
approached using folklore in their works.  I therefore decided to broaden my focus 
to encompass any literary work that displays significant folkloric elements, whether 
they would take the form of aspects of narrative structure or genre, folk themes or 
motifs, depictions of folk culture or folk life, including material folk culture 
(understood to be the culture of the peasantry or lower classes), such as folk dress 
or food, or other aspects of folk life, such as folk beliefs or customs or the use of folk 
or simple language.  For the purposes of this project folklore will be understood to 
include any of these manifestations of folk life.   
 In this dissertation I will examine works by Alexander Pushkin, Nikolai 
Gogol, and Vladimir Dahl.  All the works date from the first half of the 1830s – a 
period in which the intellectual debates about narodnost’, folk culture as its 
embodiment, and, consequently, folk culture’s role in the creation of a national 
literature, resulted in a proliferation of literary works that were inspired by folklore, 
based on folk narrative forms, or incorporated folkloric elements.   I selected these 
three writers because of their influence on the development of Russian literature – 
Pushkin and Gogol more obviously, but also Dahl, not so much through his literary 
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works but through his dictionary and his work with Russian language.  In choosing 
the works to include in this dissertation, I concentrated on texts that either imitate 
folk narratives or show significant folkloric influences and for which folk culture or 
folklore was a primary focus in the work.  The first chapter will be devoted to 
Pushkin.  I will trace Pushkin’s use of folklore through three works – Ruslan and 
Ludmila, Eugene Onegin and the fairy tales.  In the second chapter I will discuss the 
first volume of Gogol’s Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka.  Dahl’s Pervyi Piatok (First 
Five) collection of fairy tales will be the focus of chapter three.  My analysis will 
focus primarily on the relationship between the narrator and the folklore that 





















Хранила в памяти не мало 
Старинных былей, небылиц 
Про злых духов и про девиц; 
А нынче все мне темно, Таня: 
Что знала, то забыла. 
 Евгений Онегин 
 
 
In “Dream” (“Сон,” 1816), a verse from his earliest period, Pushkin describes 
the effect folk tales had on him as a boy.   
Ах! умолчу ль о мамушке моей, 
О прелести таинственных ночей, 
Когда в чепце, в старинном одеянье, 
Она, духов молитвой уклоня, 
С усердием перекрестит меня 
И шепотом рассказывать мне станет 
О мертвецах, о подвигах Бовы... 
От ужаса не шелохнусь, бывало, 
Едва дыша, прижмусь под одеяло, 
Не чувствуя ни ног, ни головы. 
Под образом простой ночник из глины 
Чуть освещал глубокие морщины, 
Драгой антик, прабабушкин чепец 
И длинный рот, где зуба два стучало, - 
Все в душу страх невольный поселяло. 
Я трепетал - и тихо наконец 
Томленье сна на очи упадало. 
Тогда толпой с лазурной высоты 
На ложе роз крылатые мечты, 
Волшебники, волшебницы слетали, 
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Обманами мой сон обворожали. 
Терялся я в порыве сладких дум; 
В глуши лесной, средь муромских пустыней 
Встречал лихих Полканов и Добрыней, 
И в вымыслах носился юный ум... 
(Pushkin, PSS I: 189)3 
 
Oh!  Shall I fail to mention my nanny, the delights of mysterious nights, when 
in a cap, in old-fashioned garb, she, deflecting the spirits with a prayer, would 
zealously make the sign of the cross over me and in a whisper begin to tell 
me of dead people, of Bova’s feats…. Not stirring with horror, barely 
breathing, snuggling under a blanket, not feeling either my feet, or my head.  
Under the icon, a night light of simple clay barely illuminated the deep 
wrinkles, the precious antique, great-grandmother’s cap and the long mouth, 
where two teeth chattered – everything aroused in the soul an involuntary 
fear.  I trembled – and quietly at last the languor of sleep fell over my eyes.  
Then in a crowd from the azure heights on a bed of roses winged dreams, 
sorcerers, sorceresses flew down, bewitching my sleep with illusions.  I 
would be lost in a fit of sweet thoughts; in the depths of the forest, among the 
monasteries of Murom, I would meet dashing centaurs and Dobrynias, and 
my young mind flew in fantasies. 
 
Reading these lines, in which Pushkin recalls the fear, the excitement, the 
flights of fancy his nanny’s folktales aroused in him, it is not difficult to see how 
folklore could become such a persistent presence in Pushkin’s artistic 
consciousness.  Much later, one can see a slight shadow of this verse and the 
childhood impressions of frightening tales told in the dark of night in Eugene Onegin, 
where Pushkin endows his heroine with the same love of terrifying nocturnal 
stories.   Folkloric resonances are found throughout Pushkin’s oeuvre, beginning 
with Bova, a fragment dating to the same early period as “Son” and based on an 
English romance, Bevis of Hampton, that had found its way to Russia via an Italian 
version, Buovo d’Antona, before finally becoming naturalized as the “native” Russian 
                                                        
3 All further references to the original and translations will be given parenthetically 
in the text.  All original quotes are from Aleksandr Pushkin,. Polnoe sobranie 
sochinenii v 16 tomakh. Moskva: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1937-1959.  All translations 
are mine unless otherwise noted in the text. 
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folktale, Bova-Korolevich; this was the source on which Pushkin based his work and 
which he mentions in “Son” among the tales his nanny tells told him. Over the course 
of his literary career, Pushkin collected examples of folklore – he recorded gypsy 
and Circassian songs while he was in government service in the Caucasus, he 
collected peasant songs and fairytales both from his nanny and other surrounding 
sources during his exile and subsequent sojourns at his family estate in 
Mikhailovskoe.4   These examples of “authentic” folklore provided inspiration and 
source material that was then reworked into the folkloric elements with which 
Pushkin populated his works, whether as the songs which appear in his southern 
poems, Eugene Onegin and The Captain’s Daughter, or as outright imitations or 
works based on folk genres such as Ruslan and Liudmila and his fairy tales.  Indeed, 
the subtle and not-so-subtle traces of folklore may be found in a significant portion 
of his narrative works.   
This rich vein of folklore running through Pushkin’s works has not gone un-
noticed by the scholarly community, although some works have received more 
attention than others.  Of the works examined in this chapter – Eugene Onegin, 
Ruslan and Liudmila and the fairy tales – by far the most in-depth explorations of 
folkloric elements have been devoted to Eugene Onegin. Some of the more 
prominent of the works that discuss the use of folklore in Eugene Onegin are O.N. 
Grechina’s “On Folklorism in Eugene Onegin,” Olga Peters Hasty’s Pushkin’s Tatiana, 
and both Yuri Lotman and Nabokov’s commentaries to Eugene Onegin.  The subject 
                                                        
4 His collection of Russian peasant folk songs Pushkin eventually gave to Pyotr 
Kireevsky to be incorporated into the collection of folksongs Kireevsky was then in 
the process of publishing.  
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of folkloric influence on Ruslan and Liudmila has received considerably less 
attention.  To my knowledge there is no full work dedicated exclusively to the 
folklore used in Ruslan and Liudmila.  Generally, the folkloric aspects of the work 
have received little more than a passing mention in the works devoted to it.  This 
may be because the mock-epic style of Ruslan and Liudmila, with its satiric and 
ironic tone, creates the impression that the folkloric foundation on which it is built 
is not to be taken seriously.  It may also be that the afore-mentioned tone and style 
of the work overwhelms the folkloric material at its base and attracts more 
attention.  Finally, Pushkin’s fairy tales also have a number of articles devoted to 
them, although the depth of analysis across the works devoted to the fairy tales is 
much more uneven.  It is in the critical works on the fairy tales that one can most 
clearly see the temptation to mythologize Pushkin’s relationship to folklore and the 
folk.  Though Pushkin, in his role as “national” poet, is certainly subjected to more 
than his fair share of mythologizing, his connection to folklore, and by extrapolation, 
to the Russian people, seems especially prone to producing criticism with a 
distinctly hagiographical air.  This is particularly true of the earlier articles on the 
fairy tales.  To this group belong articles by M. Azadovsky (Pushkin and Folklore, 
1939), Victor De Gerard’s “The Folk Tales of Pushkin” (1937) and Martha Beckwith’s 
“Pushkin’s Relation to Folklore” (1971).  The articles of this group tend to 
concentrate on tracing the sources of the plots for Pushkin’s fairy tales.  Often they 
paradoxically emphasize the native sources of the fairy tales, mostly in the person of 
Pushkin’s nanny, Arina Rodionovna, while acknowledging the foreign sources for 
many of the fairy tales’ plots.  They are also characterized by their focus on 
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establishing Pushkin’s folk credentials by playing up his links to the common 
Russian people and his use of native folk sources in his works.  It is in these critical 
works that we see the creation of a literary pilgrim’s road of facts and anecdotes 
along which all the articles in this group seem to travel.  Among the seemingly 
obligatory stops are references to Pushkin’s enthusiastic collection of folk songs and 
other folklore both during his southern exile and on his estate.  Also among the most 
repeatedly referenced anecdotes is the recollection of one A.D. Skoropost that 
Pushkin used to frequent the fairs at the Svyatogorsky Monastery, mingling with the 
beggars, singing with them and writing down their songs (Russkii Arkhiv, 96-97). 
This trail of biographical evidence of Pushkin’s attitude to the common people and 
folklore typically culminates in the mention of his relationship with his nanny, Arina 
Rodionovna, and how her stories inspired Pushkin in his creation of the fairy tales.  
While, these articles certainly lay the foundation for further work with the fairy 
tales, they also betray a desire to reinforce Pushkin’s connection to the Russian 
common folk and in the process they display a tendency toward uncritical 
mythologizing.  Later works, such as Bacil Kirtley’s “National Character and Folklore 
in Pushkin’s Skazki” and Janina Orlov’s “Orality and Literacy, Continued: Playful 
Magic in Pushkin’s Tale of Tsar Saltan” have begun to move beyond the earliest 
critical articles to offer more in-depth analysis of the fairy tales. Finally, it is 
important to note that most of the articles and works that discuss Pushkin’s use of 
folklore in his works are devoted to the folkloric elements that appear in a single 
work or, in the case of the fairy tales, in a unified cycle of works.  There are none 
that I have encountered that attempt to compare the use of folklore across different 
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works from different periods in Pushkin’s career as a writer.  The examination of 
folklore in Pushkin’s works provided in this chapter will contribute to filling this 
lacuna in the criticism on the folkloric elements that appear in Pushkin’s works.   
My discussion will begin with Ruslan and Liudmila, which is both his earliest 
major work and one where the inspiration of folklore is very visible.  It will continue 
through an examination of Eugene Onegin, where the topic of Russianness and what 
defines Russianness takes its most explicit form. I will end with a consideration of 
his literary fairytales, all late works where folklore makes a prominent appearance.  
For the purposes of this discussion, I have chosen to exclude his southern narrative 
poems, though they do incorporate folkloric elements, particularly in the form of 
songs based on those Pushkin collected during his southern service, because in 
them the folklore is associated with exoticized, non-Russian populations, while the 
focus of this chapter is to explore the evolution of Pushkin’s attitude towards 
folklore as a means of creating or reflecting narodnost’ in his works. 
 
Ruslan and Liudmila 
 
 Pushkin’s break-through to true fame and notoriety came with the 
publication of his first major work – Ruslan and Liudmila--in 1820.  A long narrative 
poem, Ruslan and Liudmila is built on an epic/bylina-type plot in which Liudmila, 
the daughter of Grand Prince Vladimir, is stolen by the sorcerer Chernomor on her 
wedding night.  This prompts Ruslan and three of Liudmila’s unsuccessful suitors to 
embark on a quest to recover her.  Encountering helpers and hindrances along the 
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way, Liudmila’s three suitors meet various fates while Ruslan ultimately succeeds in 
rescuing Liudmila and is united with her in the end.  Over this skeleton of epic 
material is laid a mocking narrative voice characterized by humor and irony that 
lends an air of parody to the text.  Indeed, Mark Altshuller argues persuasively that 
Ruslan and Liudmila should be categorized as a mock epic, identifying Ippolit 
Bogdanovich’s Dushenka (Psyche) and Vasilii Maikov’s Elisei, or the Angry Bacchus 
as direct predecessors; a line which Andrew Wachtel extends beyond Russia to the 
Western European mock-epic tradition exemplified by Pope and Voltaire (Altshuller 
9). At the same time, Ruslan and Liudmila’s epic plot foundation also reflects and 
responds to the fashion for literary works based on folklore, national history or the 
national epic tradition that began to manifest in the early nineteenth century as a 
means of developing a national literature on par with those of Western Europe.  
Traces of everything from Zhukovsky’s Twelve Sleeping Maidens and Ossian to 
Ariosto can be detected in Pushkin’s mock-epic.  This mix of styles, tones and genre 
influences that make up Ruslan and Liudmila indicate a maturing young artist’s 
engagement with and, through parody, challenge to the established genres and 
conventions in the his literary environment.   
 In his own essay at pinpointing a genre for Ruslan and Liudmila, Walter 
Arndt, in the introduction to his translation of the text, suggests a generic label of 
“mock- romantic fairy-tale ballad parody of pseudo-Kievan sham-Chivalry” (Arndt 
119). One will notice that there are a lot of synonyms for “false” in that description 
and, from the point of view of the “folklore” that colors the text, that is perhaps the 
best description for it.  Although Ruslan and Liudmila is clearly one of the most 
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obviously folk-ish of Pushkin’s works and the first major, large-scale attempt to 
incorporate folklore into his work, in fact it is probably the farthest of any of his 
works from the influence of actual folklore, its superficial resemblance to folklore in 
form and structure notwithstanding.  The types of folkloric elements that do appear 
in the text seem to be drawn less from the experience of “authentic” folklore and 
more from models of the use of folklore displayed by ballads, epics and mock-epics 
in circulation at the time.  As noted above, this is most likely because the young 
Pushkin was more interested in engaging in a dialogue with the literary traditions of 
Western Europe and high literature rather than with native folkloric traditions.  In 
the following exploration of the use of folklore in Ruslan and Liudmila, we will begin 
by considering the work as it was originally written, without the prologue that was 
added only in 1828 and then conclude with a discussion of the prologue and its 
relationship to the work as a whole.   
 Most of the native folkloric influence that Ruslan and Liudmila shows is in the 
“bones” – in its structure, characters and details of the narrative.  As Wachtel has 
pointed out, the basic plot outline found in Ruslan and Liudmila (a young woman 
being kidnapped and then rescued by the hero) is characteristic of not only Russian 
folk narrative but also fairytale epics and chivalric romances across Europe.  
Nevertheless, Pushkin does make efforts to add a Russian flavor to the general 
European folkloric structure of the epic plot.  The references to Grand Prince 
Vladimir, for example, the feast at his hall with which the narrative begins and the 
battle with the Pechenegs, or other rival tribes, are all elements found in Russian 
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folk epics.5  In addition, there are some aspects of the narrative that bear structural 
resemblances to the magic tales that form the basis of Vladimir Propp’s Morphology 
of the Folktale.  The course of the narrative, for example, is set in motion when the 
Princess Liudmila is abducted, corresponding to Function VIII of the morphology – 
that in which the villain causes harm to some member of the family, a function that 
often takes the form of the villain abducting a family member (Propp 30).  Other 
hints of folktale influence include the presence of a magic helper for Ruslan (two, in 
fact – the wise Finnish sorcerer and the head who bestows on Ruslan the sword that 
will be Chernomor’s undoing).  The sorcerer and the head correspond to functions 
XII-XIV (The hero is interrogated, tested, attacked, etc. which prepares the way for 
his receiving either a magical agent or helper, The hero reacts to the actions of the 
future donor, and the hero acquires the use of a magical agent, Propp 39-44) in 
Propp’s morphology, which are those concerning the hero’s interaction with a donor 
and his acquisition of a magical agent, although the sorcerer’s role does not fit the 
pattern exactly in that he offers Ruslan information as opposed to a magical object 
or aid.  Additionally, a false hero, corresponding to function XXIV (A false hero 
presents unfounded claims, Propp 60), appears in the form of Farlaf, who murders 
Ruslan and takes Liudmila, then presenting himself as her savior when he arrives 
with her in Kiev.  So, while one can hardly claim Ruslan and Liudmila as a direct 
                                                        
5 Prince Vladimir appears in many folk epics.  Examples of epics in which Vladimir’s 
feast is featured in “Ilya Muromets Quarrels with Prince Vladimir” (“Бунт Ильи 
Муромца против князя Владимира”) and “Dobrynya Nikitich and Vasily 
Kazimirovich” (“Добрыня Никитич и Василий Казимирович”).  The Lay of Igor’s 
Campaign is an example of an epic that includes Russians’ fight with neighboring 
groups. 
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descendent of Russian folk narrative, it is clear that there is at least some genetic 
connection to genuine folklore, though these connections are second-hand – based 
on the example of other folklore-based works written by Pushkin’s contemporaries.   
 With its folkloric features concentrated in its structure, where Ruslan and 
Liudmila departs most drastically from its folklore prototypes is in the persona of 
the narrator.   The narrator, responsible for the tone and style of the poem, forms 
the nexus of all the elements that would seem to oppose and undermine the folk-ish 
and epic features of the subject matter.  The narrator, who in feel and tone bears 
some resemblance to the narrator in Eugene Onegin, is presented as an educated, 
sophisticated and contemporary persona who is far removed from the fantastic 
events of the story in some long ago and far away.  This is no peasant storyteller or 
singer of epics, but a character who tosses off references to Tasso’s Armide, the 
Greek sculptor Phidias, the rhetorician Zoilus, Homer and Scheherezade with casual 
ease.  His display of erudition and cultivation presupposes a modern reader who is 
similarly well versed in such cultural references.  The multitude of sophisticated 
intertexts and references clearly shows that there are no pretensions here to either 
the narrator or his audience being anything but extremely well educated, cultural 
elites.   
 Yet there are puzzling exceptions to this slick sophistication that 
characterizes the narrator’s style.  He, for example, launches into what seems to be a 
Homeric simile-like digression likening Ruslan’s loss of Liudmila to a rooster who 
lost the hen he was pursuing when she was snatched by a kite and carried away.  
Such a trifling, “low” comparison seems to mock the epic material of the plot and 
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leech away its gravitas so the incongruity between the comparison and the epic 
scale of the narrative is understandable.  At the same time its commonness and 
homeliness sit uncomfortably next to the lofty references with which the narrator 
peppers the narrative.  All the more so since the narrator claims to have witnessed 
this barnyard tragedy from the door of his hut or shack (хижина).  Given the 
worldliness and cultural knowledge that identify him as a member of the cultural 
elite, the narrator’s claim to have witnessed this tragedy from his humble shack can 
only be a rhetorical flourish, rather than any attempt to represent himself as 
belonging to the class of people who would live in such a dwelling.  The narrator’s 
occasional use of low or colloquial language presents a similar incongruity between 
a cosmopolitan, urbane narrative persona and material, or in this case, language that 
is not consistent with that persona.  Both these features create the tension between 
epic material and low or comic tone that characterizes the mock-epic poem, rather 
than constituting an attempt to introduce any actual trace of the folk, its voice or its 
lifestyle into the work.  Nevertheless, these instances of commonness in imagery 
and language that occasionally break through the narrator’s sophisticated persona 
produce a dissonance that underscores the gulf between the cultivated narrator and 
the folk material and elements of the life and language of the common people that 
appear in the work. 
 The mocking and parodying elements, including those instances of colloquial 
language or non-elevated imagery, are most assuredly aimed at parodying 
contemporary literary trends.  If so, it is natural to ask what Ruslan and Liudmila’s 
relationship to actual folklore is, however incidental it might have been to the main 
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goal.  By virtue of its folkloric content, Ruslan and Liudmila could not fail to engage 
with Russia’s folk tradition, even if it was mostly prompted by and filtered through 
the contemporary literary fashion for folklore that surrounded Pushkin and colored 
his attitudes toward it.  Unfortunately, any real engagement with the folklore was 
undermined by his mocking reaction to the fashion for imitations of epics that he 
incorporated into his work.  Whether it was intended by Pushkin or just a side 
effect, the juxtaposition of the “ancient” epic and folk material of the narrative and 
the contemporary, cosmopolitan tone of the narrator serves to create a sense of 
distance between the narrator and the folkloric world of the story he tells.  The 
narrator and his story literally come from different worlds – one culturally elite, 
modern and cosmopolitan, the other folkloric, native (or at least represented as 
native with some bits of “local color”) and evocative of an ancient national past.  The 
result is a text with two aspects that co-exist uneasily with each other – the folkloric 
and epic “base” structure, plot and characters seen through the eyes of a completely 
modern, westernized and culturally elite narrator.  Neither aspect seems to be able 
to successfully naturalize the other into its world.  The folk epic can only cross into 
the narrator’s modern environment as a parody of itself, the butt of the narrator’s 
jokes and convention-defying tricks while the narrator’s stylistic tone can only bleed 
the epic of its power as a representation of a legendary past.  Of the two aspects, the 
clear loser becomes the folk epic base, which comes to feel more and more like 
simply a substrate for the narrator’s wit and stylistic exhibitionism, so much so that 
the narrative almost ceases to have value of its own and instead exists as a showcase 
for the narrator.   
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 However arguably successful Pushkin’s engagement with folklore in a 
modern literary work may have been, it remains to be discussed what Pushkin’s use 
of folklore in Ruslan and Liudmila may say about the concept of Russianness and 
how folklore relates to it in the work.  Besides the folk epic elements discussed 
above, there are a few mentions of specifically Russian or Slavic elements in Ruslan 
and Liudmila in the body of the text excluding the prologue.  At the most basic level, 
the narrative is set in Kiev, in the court of Grand Prince Vladimir, and the characters, 
where applicable, are described as Russian.  At one point, one of the young heroes, 
Ratmir, happens upon a castle filled with beautiful maidens6 who then seduce him 
by pampering him in a Russian bath, which again lends a local flavor to the 
narrative.  In addition, rusalki, water nymphs from Slavic folklore, appear twice in 
incidental cameos.   Most of these elements would fall under the heading of adding 
“local color” – the practice of using small references to national folklore, history or 
locales to create a superficial sense of place that has no real effect on the substance 
of the story.  This means of imparting a sense of Russianness would eventually fell 
out of favor and be rejected as a method for creating true narodnost’ in literature.   
The more substantial mentions of Russianness occur in connection with 
Ruslan.  It is here we see the adjective Russian being linked to a definable trait or 
characteristic that could in turn help define Russianness itself.  Twice during 
Ruslan’s fight with Chernomor, Russianness is invoked to describe Ruslan’s strength 
and his valor.  In the first instance, Ruslan grabs onto Chernomor’s beard in the 
course of their battle and is hoisted aloft.  Tiring from Ruslan’s persistent hold, 
                                                        
6 This passage, where a young hero encounters a bevy of beautiful women is a 
parody of Zhukovsky’s Twelve Sleeping Maidens.  
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“”Meanwhile, weakening in the air/ and amazed at Russian strength” (“Меж тем, на 
воздухе слабея/ и силе русской изумясь”) (Pushkin PSS VI: 61-62), the sorcerer 
attempts to reason with Ruslan, but Ruslan is adamant and maintains his hold.  
Eventually, after three days Chernomor is forced to beg Ruslan to release him.  In 
response, Ruslan commands him, “Yield, submit to Russian strength!”(“Смирись, 
покорствуй русской силе!” Pushkin PSS VI: 62).  One could be tempted to see here 
a declaration of Russian (imperialist) supremacy over an opponent that has been 
presented with a vaguely oriental tinge, from his gardens with cedars, oranges and 
Chinese nightingales, redolent of an exotic palace in the orient to his Moorish beard 
carriers.  But interpretations based on geopolitics contemporary to the period 
notwithstanding, the impression of Russian national character that can be gleaned 
from Ruslan and Liudmila is strength and boldness in defeating an opponent. 
The most significant place where the subject of Russianness is addressed, 
however, is in the prologue.  The prologue to Ruslan and Liudmila was written 
significantly after the work was first published – an addition Pushkin made for the 
1828 edition at a time well after he had begun to seek out encounters with 
“authentic” folklore and after he had begun to develop his views on Russian national 
identity and the role literature could play in its creation.  At first sight it seems like a 
laundry list of references to stereotypical Russian folktale characters:  
Там чудеса: там леший бродит,  
Русалка на ветвях сидит; 
Там на неведомых дорожках 
Следы невиданных зверей; 
Избушка там на курьих ножках 
Стоит без окон, без дверей…. 
……………………………………………… 
Там ступа с Бабою Ягой 
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Идёт, бредёт сама собой 
Там царь Кащей над златом чахнет; 
Там, русской дух….там Русью пахнет! 
       (Pushkin, PSS 4:5) 
There are wonders there: there the leshii  (a wood sprite) wanders/ The 
rusalka sits in the branches/ There on unknown paths are the footprints of 
wonderous beasts/ A cottage there on chicken legs/ Stands without 
windows, without doors….  There a mortar with Baba Yaga/ Goes along by 
itself/ There tsar Kashchei withers away over gold/ There is the Russian 
soul… there it smells of Rus’! 
 
 Excluding the folktale references, the setting is abstract, with no defining or 
localizing features.  It is simply a place where an oak grows by an ocean; although 
the mention of the oak, an object of worship in Slavic paganism, does provide some 
indication that the locale is Slavic.  Whereas in the body of the work we see some 
attempts at creating a Russian atmosphere through references to native locations 
and historical personages, in the prologue we do not see any connections between 
the Russian folktale characters that populate the prologue and a contextualized 
Russian environment. We also do not see any attempts to create connections 
between the land of Russian folklore described by the narrator and the real-world 
life of the Russian people, such as references to or descriptions of a Russian 
countryside, specifically Russian locales or peasant villages.  And although passing 
mention is made to “the people,” there is no association between the generalized 
reference in this fantasy landscape and the Russian “folk,” i.e. common people who 
were said to be the repository of the “national” poetry contained in folklore. It 
seems that wherever this land of Russianness may be, it is remote from the real-life 
Russia. 
The sense of distance between real-life Russia and the fairy tale world of folk 
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Russianness is reinforced by the fact that this fantastic place is presented as a “там” 
or “there”, some other place, someplace that is not where the reader is.  The 
prologue creates the impression of a “land” or place where all these fairytale 
elements co-exist, almost like a preserve from which all folktales issue and into 
which they provide a glimpse.  Moreover, this is someplace where the Russian spirit 
resides, someplace where there is “Russian scent.”  So we see here Russianness 
being explicitly identified with this fantastic world and with these fairytale 
characters.  What is lacking, however, is a connection between folklore and Russian 
reality or to contemporary Russian life of the period.  In fact, Pushkin explicitly 
avoids making reference to any real world origin for his folktale world.   The 
narrator in the prologue indicates that he has been to this place, that he has heard 
tales from the cat by the oak tree and that the narrative we are about to read is one 
of those tales.  In so doing, he makes himself the mediator between the reader and 
this fantastic fount of Russian spirit, transforming himself into the point of access to 
this Russian milieu for his readers.  At the same time, however, he deprives himself 
of the central role as creator of the tale.  By stating that he heard the tale he relates 
from the cat, he is making himself into merely a transmitter of the tale, not the 
original author.  This makes sense if the purpose is to   present the tale as a 
distillate/representation of the “Russianness” that resides in this fantasyland.  It 
does, however, indicate that Russianness exists outside the narrator/teller of the 
tale – it is not something he creates but rather only something he can channel for his 
audience.  Finally, it is significant to note that even here, the narrator does not 
acknowledge the “folk” as the source of tale he is about to relate.  Though this 
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whimsical detail is consistent with the fantasyland the narrator describes, it also 
functions to increase the distance between this world of folklore and the narrator’s. 
This distancing seemingly emphasizes that folklore cannot issue from anyone or any 
group in the narrator’s reality; it can only exist in the fantastic “far away”.  This not 
only denies the common Russian people’s (acknowledged) role as carriers and 
keepers of national culture, depriving them of a role in the creation of the national 
voice that literature represents, but it also further distances the fantastic 
“Russianness” of the prologue from Russian reality and contemporary Russian life.  




The writing of Eugene Onegin, Pushkin’s masterwork, spans much of the 
period between Ruslan and Liudmila and Pushkin’s other major experiment in the 
folktale genre – his cycle of fairytales, the first of which he wrote the year Onegin 
was completed.  During that time, Pushkin’s interest in folklore matured and, during 
the period of his southern service, he began to seek out and record various examples 
of folklore, from gypsy and Circassian songs to Russian peasant folk songs, wedding 
traditions and, of course, folktales.  It was also in this period that Pushkin began to 
consider the problem of national identity in literature in works such as his “O 
narodnosti v literature” (“On nationality in literature,” 1826), as well as in numerous 
references spread throughout his correspondence, a number of which specifically 
extol the value of folklore in understanding the nature and attributes of the Russian 
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language (Wolff 253).  As a work whose creation spanned much of the time between 
Ruslan and Liudmila and the fairy tales, developing along with Pushkin’s evolution 
as a writer, Eugene Onegin is the artistic record of this period of creative maturation.   
Hailed by Belinsky as “an encyclopedia of Russian life,” Onegin also contains 
the most explicit statements on Russianness to be found in Pushkin’s oeuvre and, 
like many of Pushkin’s major works, folklore is woven into the fabric of the work to 
reinforce the representation of Russianness he creates. Pushkin first establishes a 
spectrum of Russianness for his main characters.  Onegin, born in St. Petersburg, a 
city that, beginning in the period in which Onegin was written, would become 
increasingly  mythologized as unnatural, foreign and unRussian, educated by French 
tutors, a devotee of foreign fashion trends and fully a product of the deeply foreign-
infused culture of St. Petersburg, lies at one end of the spectrum.  In the middle is 
Lensky, homegrown in the Russian countryside as a neighbor of the Larins, but 
educated abroad at a German university and profoundly influenced by the Romantic 
Movement, who is described as “semi-Russian” (“полрусского соседа” Pushkin PSS 
VI: 36).  Finally, Tatiana, as has been discussed and celebrated since the work first 
appeared, is Pushkin’s embodiment of Russianness.  Belinsky, in his ninth article on 
Pushkin, discuss Tatiana as the embodiment of Russian womanhood, although it is 
interesting to note that it is the simplicity and folkishness of the nanny’s words 
during her discussion with the love-sick Tatiana that he points to as an example of 
how a truly national poet writes.  Dostoevsky also praised Tatiana as the 
“apotheosis of Russian womanhood” in his Pushkin speech of 1880 (Dostoevsky PSS, 
26: 144). Described by Pushkin himself within the text as “Russian in her soul” 
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(“русская душою” Pushkin PSS VI:98) she is at the opposite end of the spectrum 
from Onegin, who is deeply alienated from his native land.  Within this framework, 
what folkloric elements that appear in the text, cluster around Tatiana, becoming 
one of the features that marks and supports her claim to “Russianness.”7 
Unlike in Ruslan and Liudmila, the folklore that appears in Eugene Onegin is 
depicted within the larger context of its “native” environment – the Russian 
countryside and the life of the folk who inhabit it.  Or rather, the folklore, along with 
and part of the depiction of the ancient and custom bound rural Russian life 
represented by Tatiana’s family and environment, forms part of the contextual 
background for Tatiana, whose Russianness seems at least partially derived from 
her proximity to these “Russian” modes of life, folk ways and customs and their 
influence on her development.  As such, many of the folkloric elements in Eugene 
Onegin are associated with Tatiana.   As a child she shuns dolls and fashion.  Instead, 
“Frightening stories/ in winter in the dark of night/captured more her heart”  
(“страшные рассказы/ Зимою в темноте ночей/ Пленяли больше сердце ей” 
Pushkin PSS VI:43).  Later on, the narrator notes that, “Татьяна верила 
преданьям/Простонародной стариной” (“Tatiana believed in legends/ of the old 
customs of the simple people; Pushkin PSS VI:99).  She is also a believer in 
                                                        
7 In the following analysis I do not mean to suggest that Tatiana’s position as a 
representation of Russianness (relative to Eugene and Lensky) and her association 
with folklore is her sole or primary feature as a character.  Tatiana is a wonderfully 
complex figure with myriad different facets and angles to explore.  My focus is on 
the folkloric aspects of Eugene Onegin, not on Tatiana as such, but the folkloric 
elements of the text tend to congregate around her and therefore she can’t help but 
figure very prominently in any discussion of folklore in Eugene Onegin.  For a more 
comprehensive consideration of Tatiana as a character see Olga Hasty’s Pushkin’s 
Tatiana.   
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divination, and, like the peasant girls on her estate, indulges in divination games, 
which acquire special significance for her in the course of the narrative as she 
attempts to discover what fate might hold in store for her and Onegin.  All these are 
indicators of her receptiveness to and affinity for the worldview of the common folk, 
and by extension, a manifestation of her fundamental Russianness.  But Tatiana is 
not just playing at folk games, as the text soon makes clear.  After her last fortune-
telling exercise, Tatiana falls asleep and has a folklore-infused nightmare that 
presages the tragic turn of events that leads to Lensky’s death at Onegin’s hands.  
The close connection between Tatiana’s dream and folklore is indicated not only by 
the fact that the dream is occasioned by her exercises in divination, creating a direct 
link between the folk customs she indulges in and the dream, but also by the 
folkloric elements that appear within the dream, which have been well-
documented.8  Among the more prominent folkloric features of Tatiana’s dream that 
have been identified is the plot structure, which Grechina argues conforms to the 
general schema of tales that Propp calls, the “house in the forest” (Grechina 33) as 
well as the imagery of crossing a river as a symbol of marriage and the figure of the 
bear as the representation of a groom that are taken from the Russian folk song 
tradition.  The fact that Tatiana dreams in folklore images shows how deeply the 
folk worldview she has imbibed has penetrated.  Even on the unconscious level, she 
has assimilated the folk idiom, as it were, to the extent that her mind naturally and 
                                                        
8 For discussions of the relationship between folklore and Tatiana’s dream, see 
Grechina, O.N. “O fol’klorizme ‘Evegeniia Onegina,’” In Slavianskie literatury i fol’klor, 
Russkii fol’klor 18. Leningrad: Nauka, 1978, Hasty, Olga Peters. Pushkin’s Tatiana. 
Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1999 and Lotman, Yuri, Roman A.C. 
Pushkina “Evgenii Onegin”: kommentarii. Sankt-Peterburg: Azbuka, 2014 
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spontaneously uses its forms to express itself.    
That folklore and folk custom are closely associated with Tatiana is 
indisputable and understandable considering her role as representation of 
Russianness.  More perplexing is that the text seems to distinctly downplay the 
association between folklore and the common folk by whom Tatiana is surrounded 
on her estate and who are the primary generators of the folk culture she has 
absorbed.  One example is the song of the peasant girls picking berries that Tatiana 
hears while she waits in the garden, anticipating Eugene’s arrival.  According to 
Nabokov, “Pushkin’s elegant little product (the girls’ song) only summarized 
eighteenth-century stylizations of folklore stuff couched in neat trochees” (408), 
making it a rather distant relative of any genuine folk song9, even though in other 
places, such as the song sung by the servant girls during Tatiana’s turn at divining 
her future by drawing her ring from a bowl of water, the song is actually based on 
known folk songs, in that case on a well-known yuletide song (Nabokov 496).  In the 
case of the berry-picking song, though the girls are granted a “voice” through their 
song, they are presented as a collective, described as singing “in a chorus,” 
(“хором”) rather than as individuals.  This could be partially a reflection of the 
Romantic belief that folklore constituted the “national” voice of an abstract and 
collective “people,” rather than any specific group of people and much less any 
single person.  Beyond Romantic theorizing, however, it could also just reflect a 
tendency to perceive Russian peasants as a generalized mass of people, 
                                                        
9 Lotman, in his commentary to Eugene Onegin, acknowledges that the song is 
Pushkin’s invention but emphasizes that the song contains “folkloric impressions of 
Mikhalovskoe”.  He points specifically to the motif of the berries in the song as 
coming from a folk wedding song known to Pushkin (281) 
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characterized by their socio-economic class as opposed to individuals.  But even as a 
collective, the girls are deprived of agency, since we are only hearing their song at all 
at their owner’s command.  They are ordered to sing so that, by occupying their 
mouths with song, they would be unable to secretly eat the berries they are picking.  
It is significant that the peasant only “speaks” when made to by the landlord.  That 
they are being made to sing introduces an unnatural element to the scene so that 
folk song here becomes an inert performance externally motivated by another’s will, 
rather than a spontaneous expression of the people and their cultural life.   
 Later, when folk song again appears in the narrative, during the divination 
rituals, the peasant girls disappear entirely.  The scenes of divination are presented 
as a customary tradition in Tatiana’s household during the twelve days of Christmas 
in which, in general terms, the narrator relates that servant girls tell young ladies’ 
fortunes.  In the description of the actual divination rituals Tatiana performs, 
however, the peasant girls who are undoubtedly participating in these games with 
her disappear, their existence only obliquely hinted at.  As Tatiana gazes into the 
wax in the water, everything fades except for her and the mystic portal she hopes 
will tell her future.  This continues as another divination ritual is begun – one that 
involved the drawing of rings for each girl from a bowl of water.  The text describes 
how “выходят кольца чередою” (“the rings emerge in succession”; Pushkin PSS 
VI:100 - the rings, in the most precise linguistic sense, leaving the bowls of their own 
accord without reference to the other young ladies and possibly servant girls those 
rings represent.  Then, when Tatiana’s turn comes and she draws her ring from the 
water, it is happening “to the songs of ancient days” (“под песенку старинных 
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дней” Pushkin PSS VI:100).  The trapping of the folk song appears but without the 
singers.  It is as if the song emanates from Tatiana’s surroundings, most likely the 
peasant girls who are singing it diminishing into non-existence in Tatiana’s 
perception.  This may be because Tatiana, burning to gain some insight into her 
situation from the divination games, is concentrating so intently on her own fortune 
that the presence of the other participants in the divination rituals fades away for 
her.  Such an interpretation would make sense, but whether the peasant participants 
of the ritual disappear from the verse as a reflection of Tatiana’s single-minded 
focus or not, the effect is that the folk song remains while the folk disappear, 
functionally divorcing the folklore from the people who create it.    
 But the most striking instance of this diminution of the folk involves 
Tatiana’s nurse.  In a draft letter to D.M. Schwartz, a friend of Pushkin’s in Odessa, 
Pushkin describes his nurse as the prototype for Tatiana’s nurse (Wolff 117).  The 
association of Tatiana’s nurse with his own Arina Rodionovna becomes downright 
baffling when one considers that, unlike his own nanny, whom he repeatedly 
praised for her store of folktales with which she would regale him, Tatiana’s nurse is 
made “mute.”  When Tatiana, enflamed by her passion for Onegin, comes to her 
nurse for comfort, she requests that they talk of “старина” or olden times.  The 
nanny interprets this as a request for a story but laments that she is no longer able 
to tell tales.   
    
 
       Я, бывало, 
Хранила в памяти не мало 
Старинных былей, небылиц 
Про злых духов и про девиц; 
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А нынче все мне темно, Таня: 
Что знала, то забыла.  
   (Pushkin PSS VI: 58-59) 
 
I used to keep in my memory not a few ancient legends and fables about evil 
spirits and about maidens; But now everything is dim, Tanya: What I knew, I 
have forgotten.  
  
It seems odd that Pushkin, who apparently valued the folktales of his nanny so 
highly, writing at one point to his brother that by listening to her folktales he is able 
to “compensate for the shortcomings in my cursed education” and further 
exclaiming “How delightful these tales are!  Each one is like a poem!” (Wolff 114), 
when the time came to depict her in a literary work, would deprive her fictional 
counterpart of precisely the thing he seemed to prize so highly in his real-life nanny.  
It would seem that Pushkin was unwilling to endow an individual peasant figure 
with the capability of creative authorship, the same power to create narrative that 
he himself lays claim to.  Of course, the concept of authorship when applied to folk 
narrative is complicated and would perhaps not even have been interpreted as 
authorship by a culturally elite writer of the period like Pushkin.  Even so, it still 
remains that Pushkin does not allow a peasant any kind of control of a narrative, 
either by creating it or transmitting it.  This is even more intriguing in that, when it 
comes to his heroine, Pushkin displays a very different attitude toward the question 
of authorship.  In Pushkin’s Tatiana, Olga Peters Hasty discusses the significance of 
Pushkin’s decision to frame himself as the “translator” of Tatiana’s letter to Onegin, 
leaving the French “original” intact and giving the readers only his Russian 
“translation.”  According to Hasty, Vyazemsky noted Pushkin’s unease about writing 
“for” his heroine, instead of letting her have her own words saying, “The author said 
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that for a long time he could not decide how to make Tatiana write without 
infringing on her female personality and verisimilitude of style” (80).  Hasty argues 
that this reluctance to put words in Tatiana’s mouth, so to speak, is a sign of his 
respect for her autonomy (80).  Pushkin shows no compunction, however, about 
appropriating and adapting folk narrative material.  Pushkin not only “speaks for” 
the folk by creating his own versions of folklore that correspond to “genuine” 
examples of folk-generated narrative to varying degrees, he declines to give them 
even the fictional representation of authorship or the ability to produce narrative.  
By denying the folk even the appearance of authorship or agency in the performance 
of “their” folk culture as we have seen with the girls picking berries, reserving for 
himself alone the power to create folklore and wield it freely in his literary works, 
Pushkin manages to retain folklore as a valuable artistic tool while simultaneously 
denying the common folk who create the folklore a role in the creation of the 
national literature.  One reason for this may be that folklore was perceived to be 
“national” poetry that emanated from the “people” as a collective, so in some sense it 
may have been that folklore was perceived as a sort of “public domain” art, free to 
be claimed by any who chose to make use of it.  Another reason may have been that 
Pushkin, in keeping with ideas about the role of the “national” poet and a national 
literature in expressing the character of the nation, would have considered it the 
duty and right of a poet to mediate folk narrative material, the “voice” of the people, 
through his own art.  Finally, the “silence” of the folk may have been a reflection of 
the fact that, for the culturally elite writer, the creative force of the folk can only be 
experienced and observed second hand.  It can never be innate within the writer 
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himself.  In order to embody the “voice” of the people, therefore, the writer must 
recreate it and mediate it through his art, in the process simultaneously 
appropriating and constructing the folk voice that, until that moment remains other 





 As Pushkin was finishing work on Eugene Onegin in 1830-31, he was 
simultaneously embarking on his second experiment in creating works based on 
folk genres – a cycle of six fairytales.  Written between 1830 and 1834, the fairytales 
are: Tale of the She-Bear (Сказка о медведихе, 1830 - incomplete), Tale of the Priest 
and his Servant Balda (Сказка о попе и о работнике его Балде, 1830), Tale of Tsar 
Saltan (Сказка о царе Салтане, 1831), The Tale of the Fisherman and the Fish 
(Сказка о рыбаке и рыбке, 1833), Tale of the Dead Princess and the Seven Bogatyrs 
(Сказка о мертвой царевне и о семи богатырях, 1833) and The Tale of the Golden 
Cockerel (Сказка о золотом петушке, 1834).    The fairytales have had long, 
productive lives in Russian culture through the years, forming the basis for operas 
such as Rimsky-Korsakov’s The Tale of Tsar Saltan and the Golden Cockerel and a 
ballet based on The Fisherman and the Fish with music by Ludwig Minkus.  Out of the 
realm of high culture, they have been reprinted endlessly as children’s books, turned 
into animated films and have even spawned interactive versions on the App Store.  
They also make frequent appearances on matryoshki and lacquer boxes found at 
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tourist markets, possibly making them the first introduction many foreigners have 
to Russia’s greatest poet, as sellers at the markets will eagerly regale a curious 
prospective customer with the story and significance of the fairytales depicted on 
their wares.  Despite their productive role in Russian culture as their many 
incarnations in music, film and theater attest, the fairytales themselves have 
received comparatively little critical attention, and what attention there has been is 
overwhelmingly devoted to discussions of sources from which Pushkin drew his 
material. My discussion of the fairytales will attempt as much as possible to avoid 
this already well-trodden ground and focus instead on connections between the 
fairytales and other instances of folklore in Pushkin’s oeuvre as well as considering 
how the fairytales contribute to an understanding of how Pushkin’s use of folklore 
relates to his attempts to create narodnost’ in literature.  Our discussion will begin 
by considering the fairytales as a unit in comparison to previous instances of 
folklore in Pushkin’s works and will then move to a more detailed look at some 
specific features of the fairytales.  
The first point of comparison with the fairytales that presents itself is Ruslan 
and Liudmila, because the collective fairytales and Ruslan and Liudmila constitute 
the two major bodies of work whose form and structure are explicitly inspired by 
folk genres.  They also form convenient bookends in that Ruslan and Liudmila 
marked Pushkin’s major artistic debut, while the fairy tales came near the end of his 
career, therefore affording an opportunity to observe how Pushkin’s creative 
realization of a folklore-inspired work reflects how his relationship to folklore 
evolved over time.  The first and most obvious difference between the two is the 
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role of the narrator.  While the narrator in Ruslan and Liudmila is prominent almost 
to the point of overshadowing the story, in the fairytales the narrator is almost 
invisible.  Gone are the extended digressions, the erudite references and the 
mocking, ironic tone toward the material of the narrative.  The fairytales’ narrator 
keeps himself much more in the background.  He peeks out in small reactions to the 
material of the narrative, such as in The Dead Princess and the Seven Bogatyrs, when 
the Queen orders her servant girl to lead the Princess to the woods and leave her to 
be eaten by wolves.  A rhetorical question – “Чорт ли сладит с бабой гневной?” 
(“Could the devil cope with an enraged woman” Pushkin, PSS III:544) – before the 
description of how the servant girl performs the duty with which the Queen has 
charged her is a faint shadow of the asides found in Ruslan and Liudmila but 
nevertheless indicates a subjective reaction to the girl’s dilemma on the part of the 
narrator.  Later in the same tale, the narrator yet again makes his presence subtly 
known, describing the Princess as “моя душа” (“my soul”; Pushkin, PSS III:551) as 
she falls after being poisoned by the Queen’s apple.  These understated intrusions 
into the flow of the narrative stand in stark contrast to the flamboyance of the 
narrator of Ruslan and Liudmila.   
The narrators of Pushkin’s “folkloric” works also differ in one other regard.  
In the prologue to Ruslan and Liudmila, the narrator tells of a fantastic land and 
recounts how he heard the tale he now tells from a magic story-telling cat he 
encountered there.  As discussed previously, this places the narrator in the position 
of being a mediator between his audience and the narrative, but one who identifies 
with his audience while creating distance between himself and the narrative as this 
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quote demonstrates: 
Я каждый день, восстав от сна, 
Благодарю сердечно бога 
За то, что в наши времена 
Волшебников не так уж много. 
К тому же - честь и слава им! - 
Женитьбы наши безопасны... 
Их замыслы не так ужасны 
Мужьям, девицам молодым 
    (Pushkin, PSS IV:50) 
 
Every day, having risen from sleep, I heartily thank God that in our times 
wizards are already pretty few.  Moreover – honor and glory to them! – our 
marriages are secure.  Their schemes are not as horrific for husbands and 
young maidens.  
 
In this passage he makes clear that he considers himself to be a contemporary of his 
audience, referring to “our” times, while simultaneously creating chronological 
distance between himself and his audience and the events of the narrative as he 
thanks God that things have changed and that the time in which wizards abounded 
and marriages were perilous is long past.  As far as his relationship to the narrative, 
the narrator is only re-telling a story he originally heard from another source, 
further reinforcing the distance between him and the events of the narrative.  In 
contrast, in two of the fairytales, The Tale of Tsar Saltan and The Dead Princess and 
the Seven Bogatyrs, we see the use of a formulaic ending common in native folkloric 
sources on which Pushkin drew in part for his material.  Both tales end with, “I was 
there; I drank mead and beer/ And only wet my moustache” (“Я там был; мед, пиво 
пил/ И усы лишь обмочил”; Pushkin PSS III:533 and 556, respectively).  Aside 
from being a characteristic of “authentic” folktales, this formula changes the status 
of the narrator from a recycler of others’ stories to someone who was a personal 
witness to the events (Orlov, 46).  Seen in the context of the narrator from Ruslan 
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and Liudmila, this represents an intriguing shift from the narrator’s identification 
with the contemporary, high-culture audience to identification with the folklore 
material itself, or perhaps the original folk audience for whom material was 
intended.  This is only amplified by the adoption of a formulaic closing in the 
folkloric tradition, showing that the narrator now speaks in the idiom of the 
authentic fairy-tale narrator (skazitel’) instead of the sophisticated, culturally elite 
language we saw in Ruslan and Liudmila.  Having been written in 1828, not long 
before Pushkin began his work on the fairy tales, the shift in the narrator’s self-
positioning in relation to his tale that occurs between the prologue and the fairy 
tales pinpoint the prologue as an evolutionary point between the narrator’s stance 
in Ruslan and Liudmila and in the fairy tales.  The prologue serves to make explicit 
the Russianness of Ruslan and Liudmila by emphasizing its connection to the world 
of Russian folklore, yet, as discussed above, the narrator still does not identify 
himself with the folk who were the creators of, and audience for, such tales.  Only in 
the fairy tales, written several years later would the narrator’s shift to identification 
with the folk occur. 
 In the case of The Tale of Tsar Saltan, there are even some hints that the tale 
takes place specifically in the fantastic land described in the prologue to Ruslan and 
Liudmila.  When the Queen and her son wash up on the island that will become their 
new home, their surroundings are briefly described, “They see a hill in a broad field/ 
the blue ocean all around/ on the hill a green oak” (“Видят холм в широком поле/ 
Море синее кругом/ Дуб зелёный над холмом”).  In this we can easily recognize 
the landscape mentioned in the first line of Ruslan and Liudmila’s prologue, “By the 
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seashore a green oak” (“У лукоморья дуб зелёный”; Pushkin PSS III: 510).  Later 
there is further indication of the similarities between the fantasyland in the 
prologue and the land that provides the setting for Tsar Saltan.  The second wonder, 
which is described by the seamstress/sister and which Tsar Gvidon subsequently 
acquires, is a cohort of thirty-three young bogatyrs, who issue from the ocean 
accompanied by their dyadka (a tutor or instructor, often a peasant), Chernomor.  
Here the parallel with the prologue of Ruslan and Liudmila is even more obvious.  
The number of bogatyrs changes slightly, from thirty in Ruslan and Liudmila to 
thirty-three in Tsar Saltan, thirty three being a more folkloric number.  There is also 
a slight vocabulary change – from «витязь» in Ruslan and Liudmila to «богатырь».  
In both, however, a dyadka accompanies the warriors from the waves, although he is 
explicitly identified as Chernomor in Tsar Saltan, whereas he remains nameless in 
Ruslan and Liudmila.  Slight changes notwithstanding, these similarities strongly 
hint that the land of Tsar Saltan and the land of fairytales depicted in the prologue to 
Ruslan and Liudmila are the same.  Moreover, the narrator who was a foreigner in 
this land in the first has become a native in the second.  
 Like Ruslan and Liudmila, the fairytales lack the contextualization found in 
other Pushkin’s works where the folklore is embedded in a larger work as in, for 
example, the songs and folk customs in Eugene Onegin previously discussed, where 
the folkloric elements are details embedded in a larger landscape from which they 
both give and derive significance.  No such context exists for either Ruslan and 
Liudmila or the fairytales.  Though it is possible to glean some idea about the 
narrators from their style, tone and references, no real information is given about 
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the environment in which this narration is taking place, by whom and under what 
circumstances.  We have discussed in previous sections how there seems to be a 
tendency in Pushkin’s works to de-emphasize the role of the folk as originators and 
preservers of the “national” poetry folklore was seen to be.  The lack of 
contextualization of the fairytales would seem to support this tendency.  Other 
folklore-inspired works of the same period, such as Gogol’s Evenings on Farm Near 
Dikanka and Valdimir Dahl’s skazki, both of which will be discussed in later 
chapters, introduced narrators or frame stories that attempted to enhance and 
support the “folksiness” of the tales being presented.  We see no such attempt by 
Pushkin to impart a similar sense of the folk for his fairytales.  His fairytales are 
disembodied, referring to no concrete environment outside themselves.  The 
implication is that Pushkin valued folklore intrinsic qualities and for purely 
aesthetic reasons as opposed to seeing it as the window it might have been or 
thought to have been on the lives and worldview of the people.   
 Pushkin’s views on folklore found in his correspondence and in his writings 
on literature support this view.  To introduce one representative example, in a 
comment written in 1830, Pushkin argues that, “The study of ancient songs, stories, 
etc., is essential for a thorough knowledge of the distinctive qualities of the Russian 
language.  Our critics err in despising them….” (Wolff 253). Here we see no 
idealization of the folk or arguments that the value of folklore is in any way 
connected to its relationship to the folk, although it is clear that he thinks the culture 
and language produced by them is valuable for the production of literature.  It 
makes sense to think that Pushkin would see folklore as good material for such 
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research, representing as it does an artistic form wrought from common speech, 
making it a natural showcase of how common speech could be used in the 
production of art.  Granted, in order to make the jump to high literature, folklore 
needed further refinement by a writer who was capable of mastering the raw 
material as well as remixing and re-working it into forms that would eventually 
surpass the sources from which he drew inspiration.  This seems to have been 
precisely Pushkin’s goal in his experiments with folklore genres.  To some extent, it 
could almost be said that the lack of contextualization for the fairytales may have 
worked to their advantage.  By not providing the fairytales with a specific context, a 
set of circumstances and a concrete narrator/character that would color our 
understanding and interpretation of them, Pushkin allowed his fairytales to be 
claimed by all Russians, of all ages, for all time.  Ironically, in this regard, Pushkin’s 
strategy of decontextualizing his fairytales may have made them more successful 
and more likely to become universally accepted than either Gogol’s or Dahl’s 
collections of stories, both of which played up the common angle by giving them a 
folksy narrator and milieu.  This may well be why Pushkin’s fairytales have had such 




 Dostoevsky, in his Pushkin speech at the unveiling of the Pushkin statue in 
Moscow on June 8,1880, did much to cement Pushkin’s status as national poet for 
new generations and to ensure that his significance for Russian literature would 
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continue long into the future.  He described Pushkin as depicting “a whole series of 
positively beautiful Russian types, finding them among the Russian people” (“целый 
ряд положительно прекрасных русских типов, найдя их в народе русском“) 
and several lines later argued that “Throughout Pushkin’s works a belief in the 
Russian character, in its spiritual might resounds” (“Повсюду у Пушкина 
слышится вера в русский характер, вера в его духовную мочь”; Dostoevsky PSS, 
26: 144).  The speech hailed Pushkin’s championing of native Russian values in his 
works, values that Dostoevsky believed could be found in the common folk.  Similar 
sentiments had also appeared in Diary of a Writer a few years earlier, in the article, 
“Pushkin, Lermontov and Nekrasov”, in which Dostoevsky maintained “The 
greatness of Pushkin as a guiding genius lay precisely in the fact that that he, 
surrounded almost entirely by people who did not understand him, so quickly found 
a sure path, a great solution which we Russians had been longing for, and showed it to 
us.  This solution was nationality, turning to the People and bowing down to the truth 
of the Russian people” (Dostoevsky Writer’s Diary 1249).  Dostoevsky continues 
several lines later, stating that “Pushkin understood the people and perceived their 
mission with a degree of profundity and breadth that no one else has ever 
surpassed.” Though Dostoevsky certainly did much to create a vision of Pushkin as a 
poet-voice of the people, providing a foundation upon which Soviet cultural 
authorities would later build, his vision of Pushkin owes much more to his own 
views and philosophy than it does to any actual attributes of Pushkin either as a 
man or an artist.  As we have seen in this chapter, though Pushkin was certainly 
sympathetic to folklore as an art form and held it in high esteem as a means of 
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understanding Russian language, there is very little evidence that he idealized the 
people for any particular wisdom or spiritual qualities.  Pushkin’s handling of 
folklore would seem to counter the idea that his interest in folk forms was 
connected to an interest in the folk itself.  It would be left to other writers to begin 
making an explicit connection between folk and folklore, putting the folk into a 
central role in literary works.  
  






Folklore and the Fragmentation of Authorship 
 
By the early 1830s Pushkin was far from the only writer drawing inspiration 
from folklore to create literary works.  The young Nikolai Gogol, having just 
graduated from Nezhin gymnasium, arrived in St. Petersburg from his native 
Ukraine in December of 1828, and it did not take him long to sense the prevailing 
currents in the cultural and literary life of the capital.  In a letter of April 30th, 1829, 
Nikolai Gogol requested his mother to send him detailed descriptions of Ukrainian 
folk dress, customs and lore, explaining that in St. Petersburg everyone was 
interested in everything Ukrainian (Gogol PSS X:141-142).  Undoubtedly hoping to 
capitalize on this interest in things Ukrainian, he also asked her to send two of his 
father’s little Russian comedies, with the idea of staging them in a theater.  The 
specific information Gogol asks for in the letter hints that the seed of another idea 
was also germinating.  Paul Karpuk notes that Gogol’s request for a description of a 
village sexton’s attire and information on wedding customs, koliadki, rusalki and 
Ivan Kupala – all elements that would later appear in Evenings on a Farm Near 
Dikanka – indicate that Gogol was perhaps already in the process of developing the 
stories that would become Evenings (210).  In the end, rather than a theatrical 
production, the fruits of Gogol’s encounter with the capital’s fascination with 
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Ukraine were the two volumes of Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka, which were 
published in September of 1831 and March of 1832, respectively.   
Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka is composed of eight stories, four in each 
volume, with an introduction by a fictional editor who identifies himself as a 
beekeeper by the name of Rudy Panko.  The stories are told by various storytellers 
from the fictionalized village of Dikanka and revolve around the adventures and 
misadventures of their fellow villagers.  Woven into the stories are various folkloric 
features – customs, details about the ways and material life of the simple “folk,” as 
well as characters from folktales and supernatural elements.  All these add an 
ethnographic, although heavily fictionalized, flavor to the tales, particularly as Rudy 
presents himself as something of an ambassador of his and his village’s way of life to 
the Russian aristocratic readers living in the capital that he envisions as his 
audience.   
Gogol’s most direct predecessor in this type of Russian-language tale based 
on Ukrainian folklore and culture was Orest Somov.  Both Gogol’s Evenings as well 
as Somov’s tales belonged to a sub-set of Russian literature comprised of Russian 
language literary works on Ukrainian themes, written by both Russians and 
Ukrainians.   This so-called Ukrainian school in Russian literature included writers 
such as Yevhen Pavlovych Hrebinka, Mykola Markevych among Ukrainians and 
Kondratii Ryleev among Russians.  These literary works were, in turn, part of a 
larger movement among Ukrainian intellectuals to explore their own national 
character, past and folk culture analogously to similar efforts being made among the 
Russian cultural elites.   By the late 1820s books devoted to Ukrainian history and 
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folk culture had appeared, literary works in Ukrainian had laid the foundation for a 
modern Ukrainian literature, and Ukraine had acquired a presence in the Russian 
literary imagination through the production of Russian-language literature 
depicting Ukrainian history and folk culture.  Some of these, such as the collections 
of Ukrainian folk songs by Prince N.A. Tsertelev and Mikhail Maksimovich, Dmitrii 
Bantysh-Kamenskii’s Istoriia Maloi Rossii (History of Little Russia), and A. 
Pavlovskii’s Grammatika malorossiiskogo narechiia (Grammar of the Little Russian 
Dialect) Gogol used for his research in writing Evenings.10   
The situation was more complicated, however.  While the foundation of a 
Ukrainian national consciousness and national identity was developing under the 
same Romantic nationalist influences that were at work in Russian intellectual 
circles resulting in the types of cultural explorations mentioned above, Ukraine, as a 
territory of the Russian empire, was also being subsumed into Russia’s conceptions 
of its own identity as a nation and an empire.  In this regard, Ukraine played a 
unique role among the Russian Empire’s internal “others” – the non-Russian 
ethnicities and cultures that existed within the empire.  It was, in the words of M. 
Shkandrij, “an entity simultaneously foreign and familiar” (67).  As a people that 
possessed a perceived shared past with Russia through Kievan Rus’ as well as 
cultural kinship as a Slavic and Orthodox nation, Ukraine was held by Russians to be 
closely related to Russia but at the same time felt foreign enough to be exotic and 
other.  Given this status as related but foreign, Ukraine fulfilled a dual function in 
                                                        
10 For an in depth exploration of the sources Gogol consulted while writing 
Evenings, see Paul A. Karpuk, “Gogol’s Research on Ukrainian Customs for the 
Dikan’ka Tales.” Russian Review 56.2 (1997): 209-232   
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Russian intellectuals’ theorizing about Russian national identity.  Like other 
ethnicities in Russia’s colonized territories, Ukraine served as an other against 
which Russia could define itself but at the same time as a kindred nation it could 
also serve as a repository of “native” Slavic, Orthodox culture that Russia could 
appropriate with the justification that Ukrainian culture was part of a shared Slavic 
cultural heritage to which Russia had equal claim.  This complicated attitude toward 
the Ukraine on the part of Russian intellectuals goes a long way toward explaining 
the fascination with things Ukrainian Gogol perceived on his arrival in St. 
Petersburg.  As David Saunders puts it, 
 
According to taste, Ukraine could stand for either medievalism or the pristine 
simplicity of the state of nature; either age-old tradition or freedom from the 
straitjacket of modern society.  It, therefore, provided both conservatives and 
liberals with food for thought.  Given this wide appeal, and given the 
presence of Ukrainians in Russia who could respond to Russian interest and 
advance the discussion, it was not at all surprising that Ukrainian subject-
matter figured prominently in early nineteenth century Russian literary 
activity (quoted in Shkandrij, 84) 
 
 Russian intellectuals’ conception of Ukraine during this period was intended to 
support and legitimize Russia’s imperial vision of itself as the dominant Slavic nation and 
the only one capable of assuming the mantle of empire.  To explain Russia’s supposed 
superiority over Ukraine despite their close kinship, Ukraine was imagined to be in a state 
of arrested development.  According to Shkandrij, the prevailing view in the first decades 
of the nineteenth century was that Ukrainian civilization and language were throwbacks 
to a bygone age of Russian language and culture (74), on the one hand preserved in a 
pristine state devoid of foreign influence and therefore truly “native,” on the other, 
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representing a less developed stage beyond which Russia had already evolved.  As a 
supposedly less developed nation, the high culture aspects of Ukrainian society in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were dismissed as an artificial accretion imposed 
from above by the Poles (Shkandrij 72).  After Ukraine came under Russian rule, they 
viewed Ukrainian elites as more or less Russified, having presumably shed the superficial 
veneer of Polonization and adopted the dominant Russian imperial culture as their own 
(Bojanowska 34).  According to Bojanowska, “Ukrainianness came to be associated with 
the peasants.  This bred a conviction in many Russians that Ukrainian culture and hence 
the Ukrainian nation were axiomatic impossibilities, since peasant masses and their 
‘uncivilized’ languages are incapable of generating high culture on which nations 
necessarily depend” (34).  
In the context of the dynamic between dominating imperial center and 
subjugated colonial periphery, the perception of Ukraine as a backwater forever 
arrested at the stage of a peasant folk culture placed it in a position of unequivocal 
inferiority in relationship to Russia.  But this less than flattering perception was 
somewhat mitigated by the view of the alternative narrative of folk culture as a 
valuable and vital source of narodnost’ and authentic national character that was 
also circulating among Russian cultural elites of the time.  This, Shkandrij notes, led 
to an oscillation between expressing respect and admiration for Ukraine as the 
cradle of Russian civilization and emphasizing that this civilization had achieved its 
best and most evolved form in imperial Russia (76-77).  So, too, did attitudes toward 
Ukraine’s “folk” culture alternate between romanticized notions of a pure and 
unspoiled noble culture that had preserved the most authentic aspects of native 
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Slavic character and condescension and contempt for a naive, backward, benighted 
peasant culture.  It was in the context of these contradictory attitudes toward 
Ukraine that Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka appeared, and it was against the 
background of these ideas that it was received. 
 The first volume of Evenings appeared in September of 1831 to mixed 
reviews.  Of the Russian reviewers who reacted positively to Evenings, several 
congratulated the (as yet unknown) author on the sense of narodnost’ he captured 
in his work, at times even pointing out how unfavorably Russian literature 
compares with Evenings in its ability to express true narodnost’.  V.A. Ushakov was 
one such reviewer who, in his review in The Northern Bee (Severnaia Pchela) lauded 
Evenings as a model for capturing narodnost’ in literature.  He laments that, 
“elements of Russian character up to now remain elusive.  At least we still do not 
have one work that could parallel the tales of beekeeper Rudy Panko” (no. 219, 1-2). 
Later in the same article he would go on to praise Ukrainians for painstakingly 
safeguarding and treasuring their legends and notes that Russian authors, seeking 
to imbue their historical scenes with folkish color, search for it in the Little Russian, 
that is, Ukrainian way of life. (no. 220, 1)  Another reviewer who recognized the 
value of such depictions of Ukrainian life for the construction of Russian national 
identity was Nikolai Nadezhdin.  Writing in his journal Telescope, Nadezhdin 
described Ukraine as an “ark, in which has been preserved the most vivid features of 
the Slavic physiognomy and the best reminiscences of Slavic life.  Its folk way of life, 
shielded as yet from foreign influences, with childish attachment to native old 
customs, retains until now this virtue.” (560).  Further, Nadezhdin makes the 
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connection to Evenings, claiming that “No one up to now has been able to represent 
them (the scenes of this life) so faithfully, so vividly, so charmingly, as the good 
beekeeper, Rudy Panko.” (560) These two reviews demonstrate some of the ways in 
which literature on Ukrainian themes and depictions of Ukrainian life could be 
pressed into service as models for the creation of narodnost’ in Russian literature.  
Those reviews that claimed Evenings as an exemplar of narodnost’, thereby linking it 
to a topic of pressing interest in Russian intellectual circles, helped to establish 
Evenings’ significance and relevance as a literary work, and in the process identify 
Gogol as a potentially important voice in Russian literature.      
 The reviews of the period commending Gogol’s successful expression of 
narodnost’ in his work and, by extension, its usefulness as a model for creating 
narodnost’ in Russian literature reveals the genesis of what Bojanowska calls the 
“russocentric” view of Gogol, i.e., the image of Gogol as a truly Russian writer and 
patriot for whom the Ukrainian themes of his native land were nothing more than a 
phase.  These reviews laid the foundation for eventually claiming Gogol as a Russian 
writer and his works for the canon of Russian national literature.  It has been this 
interpretation of Gogol and his works that has dominated, according to Bojanowska, 
up to the present day.  Perhaps as a reaction against this Russification of Gogol’s 
legacy, some recent scholarship has approached Gogol’s early period from a 
postcolonial point of view with the apparent intention of reclaiming the importance 
of Gogol’s Ukrainian roots in understanding his works.  Of these one could mention, 
for example, Yulia Ilchuk’s “Nikolai Gogol’s Self-Fashioning in the 1830’s: the 
Postcolonial Perspective” and Koropeckyj and Romanchuk’s “Ukraine in Blackface: 
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Performance and Representation in Gogol’s “Dikan’ka Tales,” Book 1” (although 
their emphasis is more on social class differences between Russians and Ukrainians 
rather than nationality and nationalism, the two were often concomitant in the 
context of the colonizer/colonized relationship) and, finally, Bojanowska’s Nikolai 
Gogol: Between Ukrainian and Russian Nationalism.  Of these, Bojanowska’s work, as 
a book-length study, provides the broadest as well as the most in-depth analysis of 
the role Gogol’s Ukrainian origins played in his literary production.   
 Bojanowska interprets Evenings as an expression of Gogol’s Ukrainian 
nationalism with a superficially ingratiating tone set by Rudy Panko veiling anti-
imperial subtexts throughout the work. Though she makes a compelling argument 
and provides an illuminating analysis of Evenings in support of this assertion, her 
interpretation also illustrates what I would argue is one of the dangers of examining 
Gogol and Evenings in a postcolonial framework.  At the foundation of postcolonial 
theory is the assumption of a tense and antagonistic relationship between the 
imperial center and colonial peripheries.  This antagonism is rooted in the 
subjugation, domination, and exploitation of the colonized territories on the part of 
the imperial center, which uses ideological constructs and narratives that legitimize 
the colonizer’s subjugation of the colonized territory by emphasizing the imperial 
power’s racial or cultural superiority over its subject ethnicities.  These narratives 
then function to normalize the power differential between colonizer and colonized. 
Bojanowska’s reading of the prefaces to the two volumes of Evenings reflects this 
fundamental assertion of antagonism between the colonial periphery and the 
imperial center espoused by postcolonial theory.  She argues that the concept of a 
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contact zone, which originates in postcolonial theory and which is described by 
Mary Louise Pratt as a “social space... where disparate cultures meet, clash, and 
grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and 
subordination” (Pratt, quoted in Bojanowska 44), “captures well the adversarial 
relations between Russian and Ukrainian cultures that the prefaces to Evenings on a 
Farm illustrate.” (Bojanowska 44). The postcolonial critical concepts she employs, 
with their perception of the relationship between the imperial center and colonized 
periphery, force the focus of this kind of reading onto the ways Russia and Ukraine 
act out the rigid and antagonistic roles pre-determined by the postcolonial 
theoretical construct.  This is by no means to say that such a dynamic did not exist 
between the two nations or that the use of postcolonial critical concepts cannot 
produce sophisticated, nuanced readings of literary texts.  It does, however, have the 
potential to emphasize the divisive aspects of the relations between Russia and 
Ukraine that set the two cultures in opposition, at the cost of recognizing areas of 
congruence between the two nations’ experience.  In the specific case of Gogol and 
Evenings, such an approach highlights the ways his Ukrainian origins mark him as 
an outsider to the literary establishment of the capital and overlooks areas in which 
he may have shared common ground with Russian writers.   
I would argue that despite Russia and Ukraine being on opposing sides of the 
colonial divide, they were struggling with many of the same issues regarding 
national identity.  These similarities could arise because the role a nation plays in 
relation to other nations and ethnicities, both within its borders and on the 
international stage, and the image it constructs of itself out of those interactions, are 
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fluid.  The role of imperial power is not an inherent quality of the nation but is 
determined by its relationships to other nations.  In relation to its colonized 
territories Russian intellectuals could construct an image of Russia as a European 
imperial power but when compared to the other states and empires of Western 
Europe their tone becomes much less confident, revealing a nation insecure in its 
status, backward and fearful that culturally Russia itself was almost a European 
colony.  Evidence of this insecurity can be seen in Ushakov’s review of Evenings, 
where he states that “in a certain sense, and not without foundation, the character of 
our capital may seem, so to speak, colonial” (no. 219, 3).  Earlier in the review he 
claims that, because Russia has been unable to create a work on the level of that of 
Rudy Panko in its narodnost’, it “forces one to think that the idea of a national 
literature has developed in us, as with everything, in imitation and that our striving 
toward this is only an academic exercise and not a conscious development” (no. 219, 
2).    Gogol himself also alludes to this lack of a distinct Russian cultural presence in 
the April 30th letter, “Each capital is characterized by its people (narod), throwing 
over it a stamp of nationality, but in Petersburg there is no character whatsoever.  
Foreigners, who have settled there, have made themselves at home and do not 
resemble foreigners at all, and Russians, in turn have become foreign and are 
neither the one or the other” (Gogol PSS X: 139). 11  These examples demonstrate, 
among many others that could be introduced, that the problem of creating and 
asserting a distinct national culture against the force of a dominant foreign cultural 
                                                        
11 Translations are mine unless otherwise noted.  Cited translations are from Nikolai 
Gogol. The Complete Tales of Nikolai Gogol. Ed Leonard j. Kent. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1985.  References to the original are from Nikolai Gogol. Polnoe 
sobranie sochinenii v 14 tomakh (Moskva: Akademiia Nauk, 1937-1952  
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influence was common to both Russia and Ukraine during this period.  I would argue 
further that this is one of the reasons Gogol’s Evenings on a Farm Near Dikanka 
received as much attention as it did from Russian reviewers and in Russian literary 
circles.  On one level, as Bojanowska contends, it may have been a subtly subversive 
statement of Ukrainian nationalism with anti-imperialist subtexts.  Yet on another 
level, that same searching for nationalist expression that Evenings captured must 
have deeply resonated with an intellectual community who were urgently wrestling 
with the same problem. Indeed, it may have been precisely this dynamic that 
prompted several reviewers to see in Evenings such a successful depiction of 
narodnost’.  
Areas of congruence between the expression of Russian and Ukrainian 
nationalism are also embodied in Gogol’s relationship to his folkloric material.  
While his Ukrainian origin may have marked him at least to some extent as an 
outsider in relation to the dominant Russian imperial culture, from the point of view 
of his subject material – Ukrainian village folk and the folklore he wove into the text 
– he had much in common with the many Russian writers of gentry origin who were 
also experimenting with folklore in their literary works.  On this axis, rather than 
being other himself to the culture of the imperial center, Gogol was instead 
numbering himself among those of the cultural elite engaging with another type of 
other – that of the folk masses and their culture.  There is some acknowledgement of 
this disconnect between Gogol and his subject matter, not in terms of nationality but 
class, in the reviews of Evenings.  Nikolai Polevoi, in a negative review, calls Rudy 
Panko an imposter (samozvanets), speculating that the beekeeper is in reality a 
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Russian and moreover a city-dweller.  As evidence he points out some of the lyrical 
passages of Evenings and expresses doubt that any little Russian, much less any 
beekeeper, could write in such a grandiloquent style. (93-94).  Another reviewer, 
Aleksei Storozhenko, writing under the pen name Andrii Tsarynni, also criticized 
Gogol for his poor knowledge of Ukraine, pointing out errors in Gogol’s depiction of 
Ukrainian customs and history and, like Polevoi, musing that the writer might be 
just “an armchair inventor indulging in flights of fancy from the capital” (Saunders 
74).  The doubts about Gogol’s authenticity and his knowledge of Ukrainian folk life 
may not have been entirely without foundation.  Gogol’s first biographer, 
Panteleimon Kulish, notes that, “Gogol, when writing the first tales of Evenings on a 
Farm, did not know the peasant well.  He saw him only from the porch of the manor 
house, or from a carriage.  He did not sit next to him; he was not his usual guest; he 
did not have at his weddings any honored rank…” (79) Unlike Pushkin, who is 
known to have collected authentic folk material directly from peasant sources, his 
nanny being the most prominent and celebrated of these, Gogol’s knowledge of 
Ukrainian folklore and customs seems to rely more on written sources and second- 
or third-hand accounts that he solicited from family members.  There is some 
evidence in Evenings that he was apparently aware of this deficiency.  The character 
of Makar Nazarovich, an Russified young gentleman whose stories are included in 
Evenings, shows marked similarities to Gogol himself and may have been a 
representation of the challenges writers with backgrounds like Gogol’s faced in 
dealing with a folk culture from which they had drifted12.  Indeed, Gogol’s use of 
                                                        
12 Bojanowska also notes this similarity and points out that though Makar is most 
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folklore in Evenings can provide insight into how both Russian and Ukrainian gentry 
writers like himself and Makar, his literary stand-in, grappled with capturing in 
literature the essence of this peasant other and, by extension, the national character 
that was thought to reside in his way of life customs and folklore.  This chapter will 
focus on how Gogol’s many storytellers and narrators in the first volume of Evenings 
on a Farm near Dikan’ka comment on the relationship between the elite author and 
his folk subject as represented in folklore.   
In the Pushkin works we considered in the previous chapter, the folk and 
their environment that produced the folklore Pushkin uses is a relatively minor 
presence.  Even the most cursory reading reveals that this is not the case with 
Gogol’s Evenings.  Quite the contrary, the stories that comprise Evenings are heavily 
contextualized.  Beginning with the preface by the ostensible narrator, the 
beekeeper Rudy Panko, a vivid picture is painted of the environment that produced 
the stories and the people who tell them.  Panko, after having established his 
identity as a simple beekeeper, describes the evening parties where the people of 
his village gather during winter evenings and how, among other amusements, they 
will tell stories.  He then narrows his view, boasting of the quality of stories that are 
told in his hut and introduces some of the storytellers who frequent his evenings, in 
particular Foma Grigorievich and the gentleman in the pea-green coat, Makar 
Nazarovich, whose stories are recorded in Panko’s book.  In contrast to the Pushkin 
works, where the narrator was often an anonymous presence, with only his tone 
                                                                                                                                                                     
similar to Gogol himself, as writer of the work, Gogol is “hiding behind Rudy Panko” 
in essence dissociating himself with writers like Makar and aligning himself with the 
purely native folk represented by Panko and Foma (49). 
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and the cultural references he makes providing a hint of his social status and 
educational level, Gogol from the start creates a distinct image of the community 
where these stories are produced, the circumstances under which they are told, and 
the people who tell them.   
 Having fashioned this depiction of a Ukrainian village and its inhabitants, 
Panko also creates a clear opposition between himself and his milieu, on the one 
hand, and the readers he imagines are the audience for his stories, on the other.  
Unlike the narrators of Pushkin’s folkloric works, who are generally some variant of 
a cultured, elite narrative voice, which makes social and intellectual equals to their 
readers, Panko positions himself as a geographical and social outsider to the 
sophisticated, upper class St. Petersburg reader.  The text begins with Panko 
imagining the indignation with which his work will be received: 
What oddity is this: Evenings on a Farm Near Dikanka?  What sort of Evenings 
have we here? And thrust into the world by a beekeeper!  God protect us! As 
though geese enough had not been plucked for pens and rags turned into paper!  
As though folks enough of all classes had not covered their fingers with ink 
stains!  The whim must take a beekeeper to follow their example!” (Gogol 3) 
 
He compares his appearance in the literary world with the harassment a villager 
receives from various lackeys when he comes to the chambers of a gentleman.  We 
should note here that both Panko’s musings on his reception in literate circles and 
the comparison he offers to what he perceives as a similar situation underline his 
status as outsider based on social class, not nationality or ethnicity.  This may be an 
attempt by Panko to humble himself and emphasize his low origin so that, by 
“owning” his outsider status and showing that he knows his place, he may make 
himself less a target of criticism from the cultivated readers he envisions.   
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Panko imagines his readership to be cultured, socially elite people living in St. 
Petersburg.  He excuses himself for addressing a (presumed) socially superior 
reader so informally and compares the village evening parties he describes to the 
balls the implied reader attends.  Or rather, he contrasts them – after describing 
their village evening gatherings as similar to the reader’s balls, Panko backpedals 
and describes activities such as spinning and singing by the girls in contrast to the 
dancing and boredom Panko imagines at upper class balls.  Having established the 
dynamic of a rural peasant addressing his work to an upper class urban reader, he 
proceeds to introduce the reader to his milieu, the customs of his village, and the 
stories the villagers tell.  The tone is educational and seems to assume that the way 
of life in a peasant village is unknown to the reader.  Whether or not this is indeed 
the case, the assumption lends an air of exoticism to Panko’s descriptions of life in 
his village, presenting the village as something foreign and unfamiliar to the reader. 
The effect is similar to that produced by the preface to Ruslan and Liudmila and by 
some of the fairytales, in which the folklore narrative is presented as originating 
from a place removed from the reader, a “there,” instead of being part of the reader’s 
own environment.  The rural, peasant Dikanka of Gogol’s Evenings on a Farm is also 
a “there” to the Panko’s elite reader in the St. Petersburg, in its own way as much a 
remote fantasyland as Pushkin’s fairytale land he describes in the preface to Ruslan 
and Liudmila. The two diverge in that that Gogol makes his land of folklore in theory 
an identifiable place – Ukraine, which was in keeping with Ukraine’s image as a land 
of peasants and folk culture.  Gogol, through Panko, goes so far as to invite the 
reader to visit the folkish world he describes, implying that this place, and the folk 
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culture it contains, is something the reader could experience personally.  This 
eliminates the role the narrator played in Pushkin’s folkloric works – that of a 
mediator between the reader and the folktale world, from which the narrator brings 
his tales to the reader.  By making his folk world a real place that the reader could, 
and is encouraged, to visit, Gogol brings the folk plane closer to the reader and 
establishes it as a place that could and does exist in the reader’s world, which has 
the additional effect of enhancing its verisimilitude.   
 In his preface, Panko also introduces the storytellers whose stories he has 
recorded in his volume.  He mentions two primary ones – Foma Grigorievich and 
Makar Nazarovich - the gentleman in the pea-green coat -- and a third, nameless, 
who specializes in tales of terror and who does not have a story in the volume.  The 
first two of these are the narrators of the stories in volume one, or more correctly, 
the narrators of oral stories as translated by Panko into literary form.  The inclusion 
and description of specific storytellers for the tales Panko includes in his volume 
add another layer of reinforcement to the skaz effect produced by both the figure of 
Panko as an editor and the informal, conversational tone he adopts in his preface.  
They would seem to function similarly to what Eichenbaum observed in Pushkin’s 
Belkin Tales: “Pushkin took care to identify Belkin’s informants; it is as if Pushkin 
wanted to strengthen the illusion of a first-hand skaz by tracing the stories back 
from the writer to an oral narrator.” (The Illusion of Skaz 234). Given the markedly 
folksy, authentic stories told around the fire in a hut on a winter’s night atmosphere 
created by Panko, it seems likely that creating an illusion of first hand telling was 
also at least partially Gogol’s aim in creating such specific images of the people from 
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whom Panko recorded his stories.  
 In addition to enhancing the sense of orality in a written work, the two 
storytellers also form an opposition that Bojanoskwa interprets as being an 
opposition of a Russified Ukrainian, represented by Makar Nazarovich, and 
“unadulterated and self-confident Ukrainianness” represented by Foma Grigorievich 
(47).  Makar Nazarovich is described by Panko as being “…such a fine young 
gentleman that you might any minute take him for an assessor or a high officer of 
the court” (Gogol, 5). Foma Grigorievich, on the other hand, according to Panko, has 
a more traditional air about him.  He wears a fine gabardine with high boots rubbed 
with “the best fat” according to Panko.  The conflict between the worldviews of the 
two storytellers, at which the difference in their appearance hints, is captured in an 
incident Panko relates, in which Foma, seeking to ridicule Makar’s pretensions, tells 
a satirical story about a student who takes Latin lessons and whose new found 
erudition causes him to forget his own language.  Though Bojanowska sees in this a 
commentary on the dangers for Ukrainians of cultural assimilation into the 
dominant imperial culture, this issue was just as urgent for Russian intellectuals of 
the period.  The 1820s and 30s is rife with angst-filled lamentations by critics and 
writers that Russian cultural elites have so heavily assimilated western European 
culture that they have become cut off from their own land and people.  The clash 
between the proudly native Foma and Makar, who has assimilated to the point that 
he has lost his native culture, could not help but remind Russian readers of these 
anxieties within Russian intellectual circles of the period.  This contrast of the two 
storytellers could even have evoked in the reader’s mind the language debates of the 
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early nineteenth century between those advocating for a “pure” Russian language 
based on native forms like Church Slavonic led by Admiral Shishkov and those who 
favored Karamzin’s literary language based on the (heavily Gallicized) speech of 
educated and cultured Russians.  Whether Gogol had in mind Ukrainians, Russians, 
or both, it seems clear that Foma, the representative of native, and in this case, folk 
culture, is being held up as the positive model, while Makar is the butt of jokes.   
 The two very different storytellers/narrators Panko introduces also allow for 
experimentation with different narrative “voices”.  Here again, the opposition 
between the two storytellers makes itself felt.  Makar Nazarovich, whose stories, 
“Sorochinsty Fair” (Сорочинская ярмарка) and “A May Night or the Drowned 
Maiden” (“Майская ночь или утопленница”) are the first and third stories in the 
series, have a markedly more “literary” feel to them in keeping with Makar’s 
pretensions to high culture.  The tone of these two stories contrasts with the more 
folksy tone of Foma Grigorievich’s tales.  Each of the sections of “Sorochinsty Fair,” 
for example, has an epigraph taken from folk sources, from “little Russian comedies” 
(in reality from two of Gogol’s father’s comedies), and from Ukrainian literature, 
specifically from Ivan Kotliarevksy’s Eneida and from Semen Artemovsky-Gulak’s 
Master and Dog, which, as a marker of a written work as opposed to an oral tale, 
distances it from its ostensibly oral source as a story told in Panko’s hut during one 
of his evening gatherings.  One should also note that, as opposed to the allusions in 
Pushkin’s folkloric works that display familiarity with a broad range of both 
classical and contemporary, foreign and domestic literary works and cultural 
elements, the range of works from which the epigraphs in “Sorochintsy Fair” are 
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chosen is far more narrow and is comprised of entirely native Ukrainian sources.  
There are also several “lyrical” or extended descriptive passages that appear for the 
most part at the beginning of sections, such as those at the beginning of sections I, II, 
and V.  The first of these, the passage at the beginning of section one that begins, 
“How intoxicating, how magnificent is a summer day in Little Russia!” (Gogol, 8), is 
one Polevoi specifically referenced as an example of a style too literary, too florid to 
have been written by a beekeeper.  The “bombastic” style that Polevoi criticizes may 
have been just a sign of a young writer whose style was still developing but it is 
more tempting to think that this was done intentionally.  Though Makar’s style 
provides the “literary” contrast to Foma’s folksy, oral manner, the overdone style 
and the narrower circle of references make it appear as if this is less a 
representation of literary or high culture and more that of a perhaps not entirely 
successful attempt at adopting the trappings of the dominant “high” culture.   
 As the foil to Makar Nazarovich’s model of assimilation of a dominant foreign 
culture and subsequent alienation from native traditions, Foma Grigorievich 
represents the proudly and purely native.  In contradistinction to Makar’s more 
“literary” stories, Foma’s style is distinctly oral, reproducing the feel of the spoken 
word.  He speaks to his narratee in direct address with an informal tone, often 
interrupting himself to make asides or exclamations.  His introduction to the first 
tale he tells, “St. John’s Eve” (“Вечер накануне Ивана Купала”), begins with: “My 
grandfather (The kingdom of heaven to him!  May he eat in that world only wheat 
bread and poppyseed cakes in honey) could tell a story wonderfully (“Дед мой 
[царство ему небесное!  Чтоб ему на том свете елись одни только буханци 
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пшеничные, да маковники в меду]”; Gogol, PSS I:138).  Several lines later, he 
digresses from his train of thought to make a clarification: “I remember as if it were 
right now – the departed old lady, my mother, was still living – how on long winter 
nights, when frost crackled in the yard and walled up tight the narrow window of 
our hut, she would sit in front of the spindle, pulling out a long thread, rocking the 
cradle with her foot and singing a song, which I can hear as if she were still singing 
now” (“Как теперь помню – покойная старуха, мать моя, была еще жива – как в 
долгий вечер, когда на дворе трещал мороз и замуровывал наглухо узенькое 
стекло нашей хаты, сидела она перед гребнем, выводя рукою длинную нитку, 
колыша ногою люльку и напевая песню, которая как будто теперь слышится 
мне”; Gogol, PSS I:138).  Finally, there are places in which Foma will make 
exclamations in reaction to ideas as they come up in his introduction: “Why – may 
God and the Virgin not favor me!  You may even not believe it: once I breathed a 
word about witches and what?  He answered right away, straining his voice, that he 
did not believe in witches! (“Да чего – вот, не люби бог меня и пречистая дева!  
Вы, можете даже не поверите: раз как-то заикнулся про ведьм – что ж?  
Нашелся сорви-голова, ведьмам не верит!” Gogol, PSS I:139).  Here one can also 
see the informal style of language and the address to the narratee as if to an 
interlocutor.  Besides the markedly oral tone of Panko’s preface, these elements in 
Foma Grigorievich’s stories are the place where Gogol’s use of skaz is most on 
display.  The first of Foma’s stories, “St. John’s Eve,” is preceded by a brief 
appearance of Panko explaining Foma’s aversion to repeating a story.  While Gogol, 
using skaz, can reproduce the feel of a storyteller speaking to his audience in an oral 
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performance of his story, this brief appearance by Panko describing Foma’s style 
seems to represent an attempt to acknowledge the fluid quality of oral storytelling, 
for as Eichenbaum noted, “Essentially, a fairy tale is always an improvisation” 
(Illusion of Skaz 234).  As a heavily folklore-infused work that makes a clear effort at 
giving the reader the feel of oral speech in its style, this introduction by Panko may 
be meant to further enhance the folkloric and oral nature of the story by, in addition 
to style and folkloric, content alluding to those aspects of oral performance in 
storytelling that cannot be reproduced in a literary work.   
 Panko’s introduction also tackles directly the tension between oral and 
written narrative and between the literary author and the folk source.  Panko, after 
describing Foma’s quirk of not repeating stories, relates an incident in which 
one of those people – it is hard for us, simple folk, to know what to call them, 
for scriveners they are not, but they are like the dealers at our fairs: they beg, 
they grab, they filch all sorts of things and bring out a little book, no bigger 
than a child’s reader, every month or every week – well one of these gentry 
got this story out of Foma Grigorievich, though he almost forgot all about it.” 
(Gogol, 33) 
 
The company in Dikanka finds out about this theft when Makar Nazarovich arrives 
from Poltava with the little book in which Foma’s story has been published and 
shows Panko and Foma.  Panko begins to read the story in question when he is 
stopped by Foma, who asks what he is reading.  On being told it is his own story, 
Foma voices his indignation saying, “Hang the fellow who printed that!  He is lying, 
the dog!” (Gogol 34).  Unlike the image of the harmonious interaction between the 
tradition of oral folk narrative and literature created by Pushkin’s respectful and to 
all appearances reverent attitude toward the folk source represented by Pushkin’s 
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nanny (although granted, history has not recorded her reaction to this borrowing, 
although one must assume given their close relationship that she would not have 
had Foma’s reaction), the incident Panko describes reflects a tense and adversarial 
relationship between the folk source and the writer.  It is noteworthy, however, that 
Foma apparently did not object to his story being included in Panko’s volume, 
particularly as his stories appear in the second volume as well.  Panko’s title to St. 
John’s Eve even mimics that of the story they found in the published book Makar 
brought.  When convincing Foma that it is his story printed in the book, Panko 
points out that it is described as “Told by the sexton of So-and so” (34).  Panko’s 
version of Foma’s story is also subtitled “A True Story Told by the Sexton,” creating a 
subtle similarity between the two published versions.  One of Foma’s exclamations 
may indicate why Panko’s published version was acceptable while the other writer’s 
provoked Foma’s ire.  In reply to Foma’s question as to what he is reading Panko 
tells Foma that he is reading, “your story, your own words” (“ваши собственные 
слова”) (Gogol PSS I:137), to which Foma exclaims, “Who told you, that these are my 
words?” and later continues, “Is that how I told it?”  The key here might be in the 
skaz technique that is used to reproduce Foma’s oral style.  Foma’s problem with the 
other writer’s version seems to lie not in his use of the plot or in the content of the 
anonymous writer’s version but in the style in which the work it written.  It stands 
to reason that the anonymous writer might have taken Foma’s story but instead of 
preserving it as it was told, he attempted to turn it into a more literary work, 
without any of the markers that would identify it as an oral narrative.  This would 
also explain why Panko’s publication of the story does not arouse Foma’s anger as 
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he does record the story in published form retaining the oral qualities of Foma’s 
style.  This anecdote, while revealing the tensions between the oral narrative and 
the written literary work and addressing directly a legitimate issue in the use of 
folklore in literature, would seem to be an attempt to reconcile the literary and oral 
narrative by blending features of both, in the process affirming the importance of 
both the oral storyteller as well as the writer as mediator between the folk and the 
cultivated urban readership. 
 Foma Grigorievich’s stories also reflect another area of tension between the 
oral folk narrative and literature.  For all the discussion in Panko’s introduction of 
Foma’s story and its theft by an unscrupulous writer, the story is not exactly Foma’s.  
Rather, as he makes clear, Foma is retelling a story he heard from his grandfather as 
a child.  But this is not where the chain ends.  On reading the story it becomes clear 
that Foma’s grandfather most likely heard the story from his aunt.  As Foma begins 
his narrative proper after relating how he heard the story as a child, he mentions 
that his grandfather told them that the events of the story happened over a one 
hundred years ago, making it unlikely that the grandfather had personally been 
present during the events.  This is supported by a number of allusions to the 
grandfather having been told about Petro, Basavriuk and Pidorka by his aunt.  The 
connection between the chain of storytellers and the main characters of the story 
are all seemingly through the grandfather’s aunt.  She runs the tavern Basavriuk 
frequents, she is the one who tells of Pidorka’s beauty, she is the one who sees Petro 
in the tavern after learning that Pidorka has been promised to the Polish suitor, she 
is the one who was at Petro and Pidorka’s wedding.  So the story we are reading is 
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really Panko’s written rendition of a story Foma Grigorievich tells that he heard 
from his grandfather who in turn heard it from his aunt.  As with Panko’s 
description of Foma’s endless variations and innovations in his storytelling, such 
that no story is ever told the same way twice, which acknowledges the fluidity in the 
performance of oral narrative that cannot be captured in written narrative, this 
nesting of storytellers, I would argue, is an attempt to reflect the “authorlessness,” 
or at the very least the fragmentation of authorship in oral narrative.  The person or 
people who could be said to be “authors” of the tales are in reality more transmitters 
of the folk narrative who channel the national folk spirit.  Moreover, the chain of 
storytellers in St. John’s Eve reveals simultaneous points of tension and congruence 
in the desire for authenticity between the written literary work and the oral folk 
narrative.   
 As the nested storytellers of St. John’s Eve demonstrate, it is difficult to assign 
authorship to a single person in that chain.  There are many answers to the question 
– whose story is it?  One could argue that it is Foma’s grandfather’s aunt’s story 
since she seems to be the one who was privy to the events as they happened, even 
witnessing some of them and it was undoubtedly she who told the story to Foma’s 
grandfather.  Or the argument could be made that it is Foma’s grandfather’s story.  
This was Foma’s source for the story and he acknowledges and recognizes it as his 
grandfather’s, saying, “One of his wonderful stories I will retell to you now,” “Одну 
из его чудных истории перескажу теперь вам” (Gogol PSS I: 138).  This puts 
Foma in the position of retelling or performing a story that did not originate with 
him.  But then again, as Panko describes, Foma never told a story the same way 
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twice.  He was constantly adding, embellishing, or improvising on his stories so one 
might say that the story in the form Panko hears it and records it is indeed Foma’s, 
or at least the specific performance of it is Foma’s.  Finally, the same argument may 
be applied to Panko himself.  It is Panko who records the story in its literary form 
and it is in this form that the reader sees it – in a book attributed to Rudy Panko, 
with his name on the cover.  So in its literary form, in a book published by Panko, 
one could say it becomes his story.  This difficulty in assigning single authorship to 
the story is in opposition to the Romantic image of the author as solitary genius, 
which was circulating by this period.  It also defies attempts to establish authenticity 
by emphasizing the source of the narrative.  In the passage quoted above, 
Eichenbaum suggests that Pushkin specifically identified the sources for Belkin’s 
stories as a way of enhancing the illusion of a first-hand oral narrative.  Gogol very 
well may have had something similar in mind in creating such detailed depictions of 
the storytellers from whom Panko records his stories.  In a work with a strong 
folkloric element, such as Evenings, the desire to strengthen the illusion of skaz must 
have been amplified by the accompanying desire to establish the seeming 
authenticity of the stories as true folklore that had been recorded directly from the 
folk source.  This is why, for both the unnamed writer who stole Foma’s story as 
well as Panko, St. John’s Eve carries a subtitle to the effect that it is a story told by 
village sexton – Foma Grigorievich.  It is the identity of the storyteller in this case 
that establishes the legitimacy of the story as authentic folklore and, by identifying a 
specific member of the folk as a source for the folk narrative, a way for Gogol as a 
gentry writer, hiding behind the figure of Panko, to establish the credibility of the 
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folklore he uses.  But such a strategy of authentication relies on the ability to 
establish a single source for the narrative, which conflicts with the lack of clear 
authorship that characterizes folk narratives and that is reflected in the nested 
storytellers of St. John’s Eve.  It is this tension that exists between Panko’s anecdote 
over the theft of Foma’s story and the multi-layered authorship of the story itself.   
 But, at the same time, Panko’s attempt to establish authenticity by citing a 
specific source for the folk narrative and the fragmentation of authorship reflected 
in the nested storytellers has more in common than one might think, for Foma, too, 
seeks to establish the story’s credentials through the chain of storytellers, but in a 
different way.  The subtitle to St. John’s Eve describes the story as “A True Tale Told 
by the Sexton” (“Быль, рассказанная дьячком ***ской церкви”).  Foma repeats 
this claim to veracity as he introduces his grandfather’s tale, “But the main thing in 
grandfather’s stories was that he never lied in his life, everything he told us was 
exactly what happened.” (Gogol PSS I: 138)  The chain of storytellers becomes 
another way in which to establish the truth of the tale.  First, Foma stakes the 
truthfulness of the tale on the honesty of his grandfather, using the character of the 
storyteller to vouch for the trustworthiness of the tale.  But the line of storytellers 
itself also helps establish a sense of truthfulness.  Tracing back the people between 
Foma and the events of the story to the one who in theory was there when it 
happened strengthens the story’s claim to veracity, as opposed to a story without a 
clear line of transmission.  This takes the story from fabulate – a story told for 
entertainment that makes no claim to truth, to memorate – a story where there is a 
claim to truth and where the supposed events are based on the personal experience 
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of the teller or someone the teller knows.  By tracing back the chain of transmission 
to the grandfather’s aunt, who is the presumed original storyteller and a witness to 
some of the events in the narrative, it is also possible to fix the events of the story in 
space and time.  This feature differentiates the story from other types of folk 
narrative where the time is undefined and the place more or less vague, such as 
fairytales.  The fragmented authorship of St. John’s Eve, therefore, on one level 
conflicts with the written narrative’s attempts to establish authenticity through 
authorship, by not establishing a single author whose folk credibility can give the 
tale the sense of authenticity.  At the same time, however, the chain of storytellers 
creates another kind of authenticity by providing a concrete link between the tale 
and the people who tell it, its claim to being a tale of true events grounding it in their 
lives and the life of the community.  
 Foma Grigorievich's claim to truthfulness for his story highlights a difference 
in attitude between him and Makar Nazarovich with regard to the folklore in their 
stories.  As we have discussed, Foma’s connection to the events of the story is clearly 
defined, and both through his statements and through the chain of transmission of 
which he is a part, he positions the story as close to him, through his experience of 
having the story passed down in his family.  This is not the case with Makar 
Nazarovich as can be seen in Sorochintsy Fair.  Though Makar does mention that the 
story took place about thirty years ago (“Такою роскошью блистал один из дней 
жаркого августа тысячу восемьсот…восемьсот…Да, лет тридцать будет тому 
назад….”; Gogol PSS I: 112), signaling that this story, too, is supposedly based on 
actual events, there is no indication given what connection he has to the story or 
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how he heard it.  This lack of clear context connecting Makar and the events of his 
story already create an effect of distance between him and the events and characters 
of his narrative.  The sense of Makar’s relative detachment from the narrative 
extends to the supposed truth of the folk narrative embedded in the larger 
narrative.  Foma firmly attests to the truth of his story, even the markedly fantastic 
elements, as we have established, and this is enhanced by his intimate connection to 
the tale.  Makar, on the other hand, displays a very different attitude.  The embedded 
folktale about the devil being kicked out of hell that Tsibulya tells the other villagers 
is shown to be nothing more than a made-up story that is then used as a tool to 
manipulate the believing Solopy Cherevik so that he will agree to let Golopupenko 
marry his daughter.  In this narrative there is no truth-value to the folk story and 
those who believe it are shown to be gullible and easily manipulated.  This attitude 
also appears at the beginning of the seventh section of the story.  The narrator 
reports: 
 
A strange incident happened at the market:  everything was filled with the 
rumor that somewhere among the merchandise had appeared the red sleeve.  
To the old woman, who had been selling pretzels, it seemed that Satan, in the 
form of a pig that was incessantly bending over the carts as if searching for 
something.  This quickly spread to all corners of the now quiet camp; and 
everyone considered it a crime not to believe it, despite that the pretzel seller 
whose stand was next to the drinking booth and who had been bowing 
unnecessarily all day and traced paths with her legs entirely similar to her 
tasty wares” (Gogol PSS I: 124). 
 
In this passage, Makar as narrator draws a firm line between himself and the simple 
peasants of his story, in the process strengthening the sense of distance between 
him and the folk world of his story.  Makar undermines the veracity of the fantastic 
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element (the appearance of Satan) by pointing out the shaky credibility of the 
woman who supposedly saw it, while simultaneously offering a non-fantastic, more 
“rational” explanation for the woman’s supposed sighting.  As the narrator who 
makes this observation, Makar is hinting that he is too smart or too worldly to 
believe in some simple peasant superstition.  At the same time, he emphasizes that 
the villagers in his story uncritically accept the woman’s story as truth, creating 
distance between him as a non-believer and the characters of his narrative, who 
believe the story.  The distance not only separates Makar and his characters but also 
positions him as superior to the gullible and superstitious peasants of his narrative.  
This attitude is in marked contrast to Foma’s, who unequivocally presents himself as 
part of the community that gave rise to the story and who believes the story along 
with those who told it to him.   
 As we have discussed, the layering of storytellers allows for different 
narrative voices and different attitudes toward the folk world of the work.  The 
multiple narrative planes of Evenings on a Farm also provide more ways to 
incorporate a range of folkloric elements.  In her article, “Vertep and the 
Sacred/Profane Dichotomy in Gogol’s Dikan’ka Stories”, Madhu Malik identifies a 
number of traits Gogol borrowed from the vertep tradition, such as comic stories 
alternating with more serious tales, characters based on stock figures from vertep as 
well as Gogol’s method of creating his characters so that each is identified by and 
associated with a single attribute.   Malik also points out that many scenes involve 
only two characters, which also harkens back to puppet shows in which the 
puppeteer could only operate two puppets at a time.  These elements demonstrate 
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that much of Evenings on a Farm’s structure and characterization is deeply indebted 
to this folk tradition.   
 But this is not where the incorporation of folklore ends.  On this skeleton of 
characters and structural elements from folk theater, Gogol hangs elements of folk 
custom.  Holiday customs such as koliadky and the customs surrounding weddings, 
about which he solicited information from his mother and other relatives, dress and 
other aspects of material folk life, as well as vocabulary from folk life create 
verisimilitude and give a sense of depth to the depiction.  In addition, there are the 
folk narratives embedded within the larger narratives that provide another level of 
folk culture.  These are tales like the one about the devil being kicked out of hell 
from “Sorochintsy Fair” and the story about the rusalka and her stepmother the 
witch from “A May Night” that are told by characters within the story and are based 
on folk legends or folkloric figures.  Finally, woven into the narratives are fragments 
of songs and proverbs. All the folkloric elements at the various levels of the work 
combine to create a three-dimensional, multi-planed impression of a folk world. 
 As many critics have noted--going back to the original reviewers--the folk 
world of Evenings on a Farm exists only on the pages of that work.  Gogol’s aim with 
his use of folklore was less to create an ethnographically accurate depiction of 
Ukraine but to create out of folkloric elements of all kinds an artistic representation 
of a folk world.  Rather than re-creating any one element of folklore or folk culture – 
the dress and material culture of folk life, a work in the style of a folk genre, an exact 
recording of peasant speech or a song written in folk style, or a description of folk 
beliefs and legends, Gogol incorporates them all, layering and interweaving them.  In 
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the process he creates the impression of a folk world that, while perhaps not 
accurate and maybe not even real, seems like it could be.  This is perhaps what the 
original critics sensed when they praised “Panko” for his narodnost’. 







The Folk Speak 
 
Vladimir Dahl never achieved the same enduring literary prominence as 
Pushkin and Gogol, although his literary works certainly enjoyed significant 
popularity in his lifetime.  Rather, it is his Explanatory Dictionary of the Living 
Russian Language (Толковый словарь живого великорусского языка) that has long 
been acknowledged to be his largest contribution to Russian letters.  But decades 
before his dictionary saw publication, Dahl, like Pushkin and Gogol, was attracted to 
folklore and folk narrative forms as the basis for his literary endeavors.  His first 
collection of stories, the full title of which was Russian Folktales Taken from Oral Folk 
Legends, Arranged for Civil Literacy, Adapted to Daily Life and Embellished with 
Current Sayings by the Cossack Vladimir Lugansky:  The First Five (Русские сказки из 
предания народного изустного на грамоту гражданскую переложенные, к 
быту житейскому приноровленные и поговорками ходячими разукрашенные 
Казаком Владимиром Луганским. Пяток первый), was published in 1832 – the 
same year that saw the first publication of Pushkin’s fairytales – “The Tale of Tsar 
Saltan” - and a little over a year after the publication of the first volume of Evenings 
on a Farm Near Dikan’ka.  Pushkin reportedly received Dahl’s collection 
enthusiastically and in return sent him a copy of his “Tale of the Fisherman and the 
Fish” with the inscription: “One from yours!  To the fairytale teller Kazak Lugansky 
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from the fairytale teller Alexander Pushkin” (Porudominskii, 35).13  Others, 
however, were not as enthusiastic about the collection or Dahl’s views on the value 
of the Russian vernacular and his desire to close the gap between the Russian 
literary language and the language of the common Russian people.  In particular, 
Dahl himself noted that while a number of writers and intellectuals, among them 
Pushkin and Gogol as well as Grech, Khomiakov, and Kireevsky, supported his desire 
to explore all aspects of vernacular Russian language, Zhukovsky was less well 
disposed to his interest in this aspect of Russian language and was as if afraid of 
“muzhichestva” or “peasantification” of the language. (Azadovskii, 19)  While not a 
figure in the literary community, A.N. Mordvinov, the director of the third 
department, also noted this aspect of Dahl’s collection.  He described the work in his 
report to Alexander von Benckendorff as “published in the most simple style, 
entirely adapted for the lower classes” (Porudominskii, 35).  Indeed, Dahl’s use of 
Russian vernacular and the copious amounts of sayings and proverbs he includes is 
a striking feature of the Pervyi Pyatok.  It is precisely Dahl’s views on the Russian 
language and the expression of those views in his literary fairytales that reveal the 
                                                        
13 Porudominskii casts some doubt on this version of events, originally described by 
Dahl’s first biographer, Pavel Mel’nikov-Pechersky, noting that there is no 
documentary evidence for the meeting between Pushkin and Dahl and subsequent 
gift; he evinces skepticism that Pushkin would have gifted Dal’ a copy of an as yet 
unpublished story or that a great poet and established writer like Pushkin would 
have been impressed with Dahl’s collection, especially since it seems Dal’ met 
Pushkin by simply taking his newly published book and introducing himself to the 
great writer (34). Lacking any documentary support for either the original 
description of the event or Porudominskii’s contrary interpretation, there can be no 
way of knowing which scenario the actual events more resembled. No matter how 
that first meeting went, however, it is true that Dal’ became a respected colleague 
and was one of those who remained by Pushkin’s side up to the moment of his 
death.  
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sites of convergence and divergence between his views of the relationship between 
Russian language, literature, and folklore and those of Pushkin and Gogol. 
All three writers shared an interest in folklore as a source of literary 
inspiration that was undoubtedly predicated at least partially on the cultural and 
intellectual currents previously discussed that brought folklore to a position of 
prominence in discussions of national identity and national literature in the first 
decades of the nineteenth century.  Ultimately, however, each writer’s perception of 
folklore and the specific qualities of folklore that attracted them was a combination 
of this prevailing intellectual interest in folklore of the period and their own 
personal background and experiences.   Dahl’s background sets him apart from the 
other two in several respects.  Though Pushkin and Gogol certainly had significant 
differences in their origins and personal history, they were both members of the 
landed gentry with claims to long Slavic ancestry (at least through most members of 
their family, Pushkin’s famous African ancestor notwithstanding) and were both 
Orthodox.  Dahl’, on the other hand, was a son of recent non-Slavic transplants to 
Russia.  His father was a Dane who had immigrated to Russia and his mother was of 
German derivation although she was herself born in Russia.  The family, in keeping 
with their Germanic/Scandinavian origins, was Lutheran, and it was only at the end 
of his life that Dahl converted to Russian Orthodoxy.   Though each writer had 
claims to one degree or another of being an “outsider” (Pushkin with his African 
ancestry, Gogol as a Ukrainian, and Dahl as neither Orthodox nor Slavic), I would 
argue that Dahl stood farther outside either Pushkin or Gogol.  In Dahl’s case, it 
could have been precisely this outsider status – his foreign origins - combined with 
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his strong sense of Russian identity that contributed to his interest in and 
engagement with the idea of Russianness and Russian national identity. 
His foreign origin notwithstanding, by all accounts Dahl’s father had ardently 
embraced his adopted homeland and was a staunch Russian patriot, becoming a 
Russian subject in 1797 and, according to his son, regretting that his sons were too 
young to have participated in the War of 1812  (Baer, 18).  It would seem that Dahl 
inherited his father’s love of Russia.  During the course of his naval service, Dahl had 
occasion to travel to Denmark, the home of his ancestors.  His experience of the 
country, however, only affirmed in his mind his Russian identity.  He wrote: 
When I approached the shores of Denmark, I was greatly excited by the fact 
that I would see the home country of my ancestors, my home country.  But 
after setting foot on the shores of Denmark, I became definitely convinced 
that my home country was Russia, that I had nothing in common with the 
land of my forbearers.  The Germans, incidentally, I had always considered a 
people foreign to me.” (Dal’ PSS I: XV-XVI)14 
 
More telling for Dahl’s understanding of Russianness is another instance in which he 
yet again asserts his Russian identity.  In the 1860’s Dahl, on being asked by friends 
whether he was Russian or German, replied: 
Neither the name, nor religious confession, nor the blood of one’s ancestors 
determine a person’s affiliation with one nationality or another.  The spirit, 
the soul of a man – that’s where one must look for his affiliation with one 
nation or other.  In what way is it possible to determine the affiliation of the 
spirit?  Of course, by means of the display of the spirit, by thought.  
Depending on the language in which one thinks, that’s the people to whom 
one belongs.  I think in Russian.”15 (quoted in Baer, 31) 
                                                        
14 All quotations of the original texts come from Dahl, Vladimir. Polnoe Sobranie 
Sochinenii v 10 tomakh. St. Petersburg: Izdanie Tovarishchestva M.O. Vol’f, 1897.  All 
translations are mine. 
 
15 It is interesting to compare this answer with that given by Gogol when Aleksandra 
Smirnova asked him in 1844 whether he was in his soul a Russian or Ukrainian.  
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This statement reveals not only Dahl’s ardent Russian self-identification but also the 
important role language plays in his conception of Russianness. 
From his very earliest years, Dahl was interested in the Russian language.  In the 
“Instructional Word” (“Напутное слово”) to the Explanatory Dictionary, Dahl 
describes how, ever since he could remember, he was “alarmed and troubled by the 
lack of conformity between our written language and the oral speech of the simple 
Russian person.” (quoted in Porudominskii, 32)   These troubled thoughts of his 
childhood would underpin Dahl’s efforts to explore the depth, breadth, and 
expressive possibilities of vernacular Russian.  The catalyst for what would become 
a lifelong mission occurred in March, 1819, as Dahl was traveling from St. 
Petersburg to Moscow.  A coachman he encountered used the word “zamolazhivaet”, 
a word Dahl had never heard before.  He recorded the word and over the course of 
the decades to follow, over the course of his career in government service, and his 
travels around Russia, Dahl continued to add to his store of collected words.  It was 
this collection that became the foundation of the Explanatory Dictionary.  Eventually, 
Dahl’s collecting would expand to include sayings and proverbs, which resulted in 
the creation of his Proverbs of the Russian People: A Collection of Proverbs, Sayings, 
Expressions, Tongue Twisters, Riddles, and Others (Пословицы русскаго народа: 
сборник пословиц, поговорок, речений, присловий, чистоговорок, прибауток, 
загадок, поверий и проч).  But his explorations of Russian language extended 
                                                                                                                                                                     
Gogol hedges, saying that both cultures have merit and they complement each other 
but acknowledges that “I don’t know myself what soul I have: Ukrainian or Russian.”  
(Bojanowsja, 2) 
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beyond simply collecting words and sayings.  Dahl also wrote a number of folktales 
which bear the distinct stamp of his fascination with Russian language.  Indeed, 
according to Dahl even in the tales his primary focus was always on the language 
itself, rather than the literary aspects of the folktale.  Speaking of himself in the third 
person, Dahl explained: 
 
It was not the tale itself that was important for him, but the Russian word, 
which is in such a state of neglect by us, that it is impossible for it to appear 
in society without a special pretext or reason – and the tale served as this 
pretext.  The writer set himself the task of acquainting his countrymen the 
least bit with folk language, with the manner of speaking, to which was 
revealed such an unrestricted wave and broad expanse in the folk tale. 
(quoted in Porudominskii,, 35) 
 
The relationship Dahl creates between the literary work and the language, a 
relationship in which the literary work serves solely as a stage on which the 
language is displayed, sets him apart from Pushkin and Gogol, who, though greatly 
valuing Russian folk language and folklore, maintained more of a balance between 
the purely linguistic and the literary and aesthetic aspects of their work.   
  The Pervyi piatok, as mentioned, was published in 1832.   Although he 
already published two poems in the journal, Slavianin, in 1827, the Pervyi piatok was 
Dahl’s first major work and the first to bring him real recognition in literary circles.  
But it also immediately caused trouble for its author.  The newly published book 
was brought to the attention of A.N. Mordvinov of the Third Department.  In the 
letter of October 1st, 1832 to Count Benckendorf, Mordvinov, in addition to his 
aforementioned description of the work as adapted to the lower classes – 
merchants, soldiers, and servants – he also notes that the work paints an 
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unflattering picture of a soldier’s life and displays a derisive attitude toward the 
government (Baer, 21).  In addition to any aesthetic criticism the work’s simplicity 
and “commonness” might draw, it also raised suspicion among the authorities that 
the style of the work with its “subversive” content seemed to be calculated to appeal 
to the common people.  As such might, the Pervyi piatok could be interpreted as an 
attempt to spread this lack of respect for the government among them.  Dahl was 
consequently arrested but was released due to Zhukovsky’s intercession and 
assigned to an administrative post away from the capital in Orenburg province.   
Though Dahl’s Pervyi piatok enjoyed some success initially among the 
reading public, like the rest of Dahl’s literary works, it has not received much critical 
attention in the ensuing years.  After a period of relative obscurity, Dahl’s tales were 
reclaimed by the formalists in the early twentieth century.  Boris Eichenbaum 
identified him as belonging to what he calls “the younger line” in Russian literature, 
along with writers such as Mel’nikov-Pecherskii and Leskov.  This line, which 
Eichenbaum argues was suppressed and lost in Russian prose during the age of 
Dostoevsky and Tolstoy, is characterized by its incorporation of “folk dialects and 
ancient Russia skaz” as well as an emphasis on stylization.16  In the decades since 
Eikhenbaum’s rediscovery of Dahl’s tales, a relatively small number of works have 
been devoted to Dahl, and of those an even smaller number devoted to his folkloric 
works.  There are chapters that explore Dahl’s tales in both I.P. Lupanova’s The 
Russian Folktale in the Works of Writers in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century 
(Russkaia narodnaia skazka v tvorchestve pisatelei pervoi poloviny XIX veka) and in 
                                                        
16 Eichenbaum mentions and briefly discusses this “younger line” in his Molodoi 
Tolstoi (1922) and “About the Prose of M. Kuzmin” (1924) 
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Russian Literature and Folklore: First Half of the Nineteenth Century (Russkaia 
literatura i fol’klor: pervaia polovina XIX veka), edited by F.A. Priima.  Lupanova’s 
work, in particular, contains a very useful discussion of the sources of the tales that 
constitute Piatok pervyi.  Joachim Baer’s Vladimir Ivanovich Dal’ as a Belletrist also 
includes a chapter on to Dahl’s fairy tales.  A little less than half the chapter is 
devoted to the Pervyi piatok, consisting of a survey of the five tales with attention 
devoted to some of the folkloric elements, such as the inclusion of triads, the use of 
folk meter for the some of the songs included in the tales and other general features 
of the tales.   No in-depth work, however, has been written yet that is solely 
dedicated to the Pervyi piatok, certainly nothing that approaches the depth to which 
the folklore that appears in Pushkin’s or Gogol’s works has been analyzed.   
As the name implies, the Pervyi piatok consists of five tales, each independent 
of the others but connected through the figure of the narrator and his storyteller, 
Svat (father of one’s son or daughter-in-law) Demian.  The influence of folklore 
manifests itself in several areas throughout the work.  On the level of narrative 
content and plot, all five tales are more or less folklore-type compositions, though 
not all of them have identifiable sources in folklore.  Lupanova finds that the plot of 
the first tale, “About Ivan the Young Sergeant” (“О Иване молодом сapжанте”), is 
based directly on oral tradition as are individual scenes from the second tale, “About 
Shemiakin’s Court” (“О Шемякином суде”) and from the fourth, “Something New-
Something Wonderous” (“Новинка-Диковинка”).  She asserts, however, that the 
most of “Shemiakin’s Court” is based on a lubochnyi text (a type of popular literature 
based on woodcut illustrations). She identifies a similarity between the third tale, 
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titled “About Tsareviches Rogvolod and Moguchan” (“О Рогволоде и Могучане”) 
and “Tsar Saltan” in the motif of the hero being cast into the ocean in a barrel 
(Lupanova, 337).  Only the plot of the fifth tale, “About the Adventures of the Novice 
Devil” (“О похождениях чорта-послушника”). according to Lupanova has no basis 
in any folkloric tradition.  However, “About the Adventures of the Novice-Devil” still 
retains a folklore-esque feel in its subject matter, since folkloric tales about the devil 
in general and the devil traveling the Earth in particular, are quite common, even if a 
specific plot cannot be named for this tale.   
The stories that do have a basis in folklore manifest this origin in several 
ways.  On the level of narrative structure and plot details, for example, in “Ivan 
Sarzhant” the hero, Ivan, is made to perform three tasks by his Tsar and receives 
magical help in completing them – elements which are both common in fairy tales.  
Another can be found in “Rogvolod and Moguchan Tsareviches,” when as previously 
mentioned the two brother-tsareviches are cast into the sea in a barrel.  This motif 
corresponds to number Q467 “casting into water in a barrel as punishment” in the 
Aarne-Thompson Motif index of Folk Literature.  The fairy tale element is also 
reflected in a number of triads that appear in the stories.  In addition to the three 
tasks that appear in “Ivan Sarzhant,” there are the three brothers that are the heroes 
of “Rogvolod and Moguchan Tsareviches,” and in “Shemiaka’a Court” Shemiaka 
presides over a total of six cases, divided into threes– three when he is a village 
elder and another three once he moves up in the world and becomes a voevoda or 
military governor.  Folkloric influences also appear on the level of language in the 
form of fixed epithets and repetitions found throughout the stories.  Once again, in 
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“Ivan Sarzhant,” there are quite a few fixed epithets, such as the one that describes 
Ivan himself and is used a number of times in the story, beginning with the title, 
“Ivan the young sergeant, the bold head, without family, without tribe, simply 
without a nickname” (“Иван молодой сaржант, удалая голова, без роду, без 
племени, спроста без прозвища”).  Repetitions also occur with frequency, one 
example of which is the warning Tsar Dadon gives Ivan Sarzhant each time he 
assigns him a task:  should he fail, “so to punish, your head to be cut off!” (“Так 
казнить, голову рубить” Dal’, IX: 8).17  Finally, the stories are sprinkled with 
formulaic phrases characteristic of fairytales.  Under this heading fall expressions 
such as the one that begins the body of the tale in “Ivan Sarzhant” – “in a certain 
autocratic kingdom, beyond the thrice-nine land, beyond the thrice-tenth kingdom” 
(“В некотором самодержавном царстве, что за тридевять земель, за 
тридесятым государством…” IX: 4).  Another example is the description of the 
hero’s mission “to go there, you know not where and find you know not what” (“иди 
ты туда, неведомо куда; ищи того, неведомо чего” IX:12).  It is unclear whether 
this latter example is found in “authentic” folktales or whether it is Dahl’s invention.  
Whether Dahl indeed found this phrase in a folk source or whether he created it, 
however, the expression is clearly meant to reproduce the fixed phrases and 
epithets found in folktales.  Finally, the formulaic ending for fairytales that 
concludes “Ivan Sarzhant,” also reflects this characteristic of folktales.  The narrator 
states that he and Svat Demian were at the Tsar’s feast and that they “drank beer 
                                                        
17 Dal’, Vladimir. Polnoe sobranie sochinenii. St. Peterbsurg: Izdatel’stvo M.O. Vol’f, 
1898.  All quotations will refer to this edition. 
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and mead, it flowed down our mustaches but did not go in our mouths” (“…мед и 
пиво пили, по усам текло, в рот не попадало”; Dal’, PSS IX: 24).  This is a common 
ending in folktales and one that Pushkin also included in some of his fairy tales.   
 Another major element of folklore employed in the Pervyi piatok is copious 
proverbs and sayings.  Unlike the other works considered in this project, which use 
proverbs sparingly in the body of the narrative, mostly reserving proverbs and 
sayings for epigraphs to chapters or sections, in the Pervyi piatok proverbs, sayings, 
and expressions are legion in every tale and on every level of the work.  They are 
used extensively by the narrator and are sprinkled in the speech of the characters.  
At times they even crowd together, appearing in rapid succession forming chains of 
proverbs or sayings.  In the tale, “Something New-Something Wonderous,” for 
example, we find a passage that strings together a chain of proverbs on the subject 
of wives, such as “a pea hen’s beauty is in its feathers – a good wife’s is in her 
husband” (“Красна пава перьями, а добрая жена мужем”) and “A wife is not a bast 
sandal, you can’t throw her off when she’s worn out” (“Жена не лапоть, 
обносивши не скинешь”; Dal’, PSS IX: 78). This group of subject-specific proverbs 
seems to form a mini dictionary of proverbs on the topic of wives within the story, 
becoming a sort of meditation on wives.  This extensive use of proverbs, as Baer 
points out, brings the action of the narrative to a halt and forces the focus onto the 
language and its mode of expression (Baer, 48). ‘ 
Having discussed some of the folkloric features of the Pervyi piatok and how 
they are used in the narratives, I will devote the remaining section of this chapter to 
an analysis of how Russianness is defined and constructed in the narrative, with 
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particular attention paid to the role of the narrator.  In terms of general structure 
and tone, Pervyi piatok shows some similarities with Evenings on a Farm near 
Dikan’ka, as well as some illuminating differences.  Since Pervyi piatok was 
published a little over a year after the first volume of Evenings on a Farm, one cannot 
rule out the possibility that some aspects of Gogol’s work influenced Dahl.  Like 
Evenings on a Farm, the stories of Pervyi piatok are told by simple folk using a skaz 
style.  The five stories are linked through the figure of Cossack Lugansky, editor of 
the tales.  Cossack Lugansky is joined by his svat, Demian, and his kuma, (godmother 
of one’s child) Solomonida, who appear in the priskazki  (a preface or introduction) 
that precede the tales and who also provide occasional commentary or opinions on 
characters or events within the tales.  Demian also narrates the fourth tale, 
“Something New – Something Wondrous.” 
As with Evenings on a Farm, an editor figure stands between the reader and 
the storytellers.  The two editors have different relationships, however, to both their 
readership and their storytellers.  In Evenings on a Farm, Panko is addressing a 
readership that is clearly from a higher class than Panko himself and his tone 
therefore is somewhat ingratiating with a sense of knowing his place in relation to 
them, though some subtle undertones of superiority sneak in in the guise of gentle 
ribbing.  Cossack Lugansky’s projected audience is much less clearly defined, and 
indeed there seem to be several implicit audiences to which he responds, which will 
be discussed in more detail below.   
His attitude, therefore, fluctuates between several different tones.  In the 
prefatory passage that introduces the Pervyi piatok, Cossack Lugansky addresses his 
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audience of potential readers in a fashion reminiscent of a carnival barker18, “Good 
people, old and young, children on wooden horses and old men with canes and 
supports, girls, Russian brides!  Come old and young to listen to fairy tales 
wonderful and whimsical, to listen to Russian true stories and tall tales!” (“Люди 
добрые, старые и малые, ребятишки на деревянных кониках, старички и 
клюками и подпорками, девушки, невесты русские!  Идите стар и мал слушать 
сказки чудные и прихотливые, слушать были-небылицы русские!” Dal’, PSS 
IX:1)  Here his tone is inviting, like Rudy Panko’s, but with a greater sense of 
equality with his imagined readership, no sign of Panko’s subservient tone in 
addressing his social superiors.  In other places, Lugansky adopts an almost 
defensive tone when presenting his tales.  In the priskazki to the first and third tales 
(“Ivan Sarzhant” and “Rogvolod and Moguchan”), he asks/warns his readers not to 
get angry at the simple language or his use of proverbs, “…and who would listen to 
my tales, let him not be angry at the Russian sayings or be afraid of the homespun 
language…” (“а кто сказку мою слышать собирается, тот пусть на русские 
поговорки не прогневается, языка доморощенного не пугается”) (Dal’, PSS 
IX:1).  His warning or plea to readers not to become angry or afraid of the Russian 
sayings or simple language of his tales seems to presuppose an audience he thinks 
may be hostile to these elements in literature.  This type of appeal to the reader is 
common in narratives, but the storyteller’s specific emphasis on the language and 
the inclusion of proverbs as possible sources of the reader’s displeasure indicates 
the assumptions he makes about his readers’ attitudes toward folksiness in 
                                                        
18 Baer also notes this showman-type quality in Lugansky’s address. 
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literature.  After his appeal for readers not to reject the down-home elements of his 
tales, Lugansky’s defensiveness turns on those he imagines will not accept his tales 
because of these features.  He dismisses those for whom his tales are “not to their 
liking, not to their way of life,” saying, “let them sit down to French writing, with 
Moroccan leather covers, and gilt-edged pages and read highbrow ravings!” (“а 
кому сказка моя …. не по нутру, не по нраву, тот садись за грамоты 
французские, переплеты сафьяновые, листы золотобрезные, читай бредни 
высокоумные! “ Dal’, PSS IX: 1).  Lugansky’s tone, which oscillates between frank 
and unceremonious invitations to his potential readers to take a look at his literary 
wares and his disdainful dismissals of those who he thinks would turn their noses 
up at his simple, homegrown tales, reflects an attitude that his tales are worthy and 
that it is for the readers to recognize their value, and if they do not, then the defect is 
in the readers, not the tales.  The tone suggests that the readers should read his tales 
and if they do not, it is their loss.  Panko, in contrast, really seems to want his 
readers to appreciate his tales and the life they depict, and this sense of wanting to 
persuade his social superiors to accept his literary offerings is reflected in his 
propitiatory attitude.  One should note here that it is precisely the upper class, 
educated and culturally elite readers who would be most likely to take issue with 
the folksy sayings and colloquial language of the tales and therefore would most 
likely be those toward whom Lugansky’s dismissive stance is directed.  These 
various attitudes Lugansky displays toward his readers based on their imagined 
reaction to his tales are a significant departure from the relationship between 
readership and folkloric literature we have seen in works considered in previous 
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chapters.  They reflect Dahl’s vehement and resolute championing of the value of the 
language of Russian common folk. 
 Lugansky’s attitude toward his storytellers also is different from Panko’s in 
Evenings on a Farm.  Both editors acknowledge the low-class origins of their 
storytellers, or at least one, Foma Grigorievich, in Panko’s case, but they differ 
markedly in their attitude toward their storytellers’ simple folk status.  Panko 
attempts to emphasize that the people at his evenings and his storytellers are by no 
means simple peasants, noting that the gentleman in the pea green coat is such a 
fine gentleman that he might almost be taken for a government official and 
describing the ways in which Foma Grigorievich, the village sexton, sets himself 
above the average village sexton in his manner of dress and comportment (Gogol 
PSS I: 105). These assertions of the quality of people who attend Panko’s evenings 
would seem to be intended to make socially elite readers more likely to consider 
them worthy of being the subjects of a literary work and their tales more likely to be 
accepted as material for said literary work.  Lugansky, in contrast, does not make 
any attempt to present his storytellers’ low-class origin in a more flattering light.  
His storytellers are unapologetically peasants with no pandering to elite readers’ 
possible prejudices against peasant-produced literature (or literature that 
represents itself peasant-produced).  Lugansky refers to his storytellers as wearing 
bast sandals (Dal’, PSS IX: 1) and says that they, like he, should be given “in winter 
shchi with pirogis and kasha; in summer cold kvass soup, or cold kvass soup with 
meat and vegetables, bread in salt water, kvass and rye bread” (“Нам подай зимою 
щи с пирогом, кашу; летом ботвиню, либо окрошку, тюрю, поставь квасу, да 
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ржаного хлеба”; Dal’, PSS IX: 26). Everywhere the emphasis is on the storytellers, 
and Lugansky himself, as “simply folks.”  Here, in marked contrast to Panko, who 
feels he needs to downplay his storytellers’ commonness, Lugansky displays it 
proudly.  In the priskazka to “Ivan Sarzhant,” Cossack Lugansky underlines the 
simplicity of the his storytelling circle, stating that he “has a storyteller in bast 
sandals, who does not shuffle along parquet floors, arches painted with designs, 
intricate speech he only knows from fairytales.” (“У меня сказочник в лаптях, по 
паркетам не шатывался, своды расписные, речи затейливые только по 
сказкам одним и знает”; Dal’, PSS IX: 3). Several sentences later, he again calls 
attention to his own and his associates’ common origins: “We, ignorant people, do 
not pursue greatness, with tales we amuse ourselves, with witches, with sorcerers 
we hobnob.” (“А мы, люди темные, не за большим гоняемся, сказками 
потешаемся, с ведьмами, с чародеями якшаемся”; Dal’, PSS IX: 4). This last 
sentence, in addition to playing up once again Lugansky and company’s simple folk 
origins, establishes the link between the simple people and folktales in its assertion 
that the tellers of these tales are “ignorant,” i.e. uneducated people, and moreover, 
that it is this type of person who enjoys fairytales and who, by reading them, 
associates with witches and wizards, although it is also possible that the witches and 
sorcerers of the tales could reflect “ignorant” people’s belief in them as well.  These 
two examples illustrate the emphasis on the storytellers’ low class origin that is 
mentioned repeatedly in the tales. 
 Cossack Lugansky and his associates’ simple folk credentials are further 
demonstrated by the use of skaz.  As in Evenings on a Farm, the tone of the Pervyi 
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piatok is colloquial and reflects an attempt to capture the feel of oral speech.  This 
aspect of the storytellers’ style is touched upon explicitly in the beginning of the 
third tale, “Rogvolod and Moguchan”.  Cossack Lugansky once again mentions his 
storyteller, “a somber fellow; he eats decorated cakes, but speaks speeches 
ungrammatically” (“У меня сказочник парень незадорный; есть пряники 
писаные, а говорит речи безграмотные”; Dal’, PSS IX: 37).  This claim of ignorance 
and poor grammar is backed up further in the tale when Cossack Lugansky adds a 
note to the word “faletora” (“фалетора”), explaining that his storyteller is not able 
to pronounce “forreitera” (“форрейтера” – a horse driver who rides one of the front 
horses of a team).  In this note, not only is the oral speech element of the story 
underlined in that the problem is the storyteller’s inability to pronounce 
(“выговорит”) the word, but once again the storyteller’s lack of sophistication and 
worldliness is emphasized.  It is important to note here that the word is clearly of 
foreign origin, which adds a nativist tone to the lack of pronunciation ability in that 
either the storyteller, as a simple, uneducated Russian person has not had exposure 
to such words or, given Dahl’s strong advocacy of native Russian language free from 
foreign influences, it may even imply a rejection of such foreign words.  Joachim 
Baer identifies a similar use of mispronounced and misunderstood foreign words in 
“Ivan Sarzhant.” (indeed, “Sarzhant” itself is a mispronunciation for serzhant)  In the 
description of Tsar Dadon’s court, a number of foreign words are used in relation to 
the courtiers.  Baer gives as examples v valentinovom khalate for v valenom khalate 
(‘in a velveteen( ?) robe’ instead of ‘in a woolen robe’), s parlamenterom na shee for s 
perlami na shee (‘with a bearer of a truce flag on his neck’ instead of ‘with pearls on 
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his neck’), balakhon instead of balkon (‘a peasant garment worn in summer’ instead 
of ‘balcony’). This last example Baer points out as particularly striking since the 
incorrect word, balakhon, is actually a word that refers to a peasant garment – a 
word that would be very familiar to a peasant storyteller and that he may very 
easily confuse with a similar sounding foreign word (49). The confusion on the part 
of the peasant storyteller is based on words and phrases that sound similar, once 
again highlighting the oral aspect of the telling and transmission of the stories.  In 
addition, the mispronunciations and use of folk etymologies for words that would 
likely be unfamiliar to the peasant storyteller creates for the reader the perception 
of verisimilitude in Dahl’s depiction of an uneducated, common Russian, 
constituting almost a performance of folksiness within the text.  The inclusion of 
such a stylistic detail lets the reader “hear” through peasant ears and see how such a 
person would interpret the undoubtedly unfamiliar environment of a Tsar’s court.  
The peasant storyteller’s mangling of the words for articles and objects associated 
with the Tsar’s court also functions to create a sense of unfamiliarity or foreignness 
surrounding the Tsar’s court that undoubtedly reflects how a rural or village 
peasant would view a world so far removed from his reality.  On a slightly more 
subversive note, the impression of the foreignness of the Tsar’s court from the 
peasant point of view as captured in this linguistic confusion may indicate a subtle 
implication that the Tsar’s court is somehow un-Russian or is alien to the common 
Russian folk.  At the very least, it emphasizes that the source of true Russianness lies 
in the common folk and not in the elite.  The features of orality and the instances 
where the oral nature of the tale is emphasized and the stated simplicity and 
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ignorance of the storytellers are crafted specifically so that the one supports the 
other – the ways orality is conveyed reinforce the storytellers’ stated commonness 
and the storytellers characterization as simple folk whose entertainment comes 
from oral storytelling supports the stylization of the narratives as oral tales.   
 Though the tales create a strong sense of the Cossack Luganksy and his 
associates as simple folk through the characteristics of their language/speech and in 
their own self-description, in other regards the characterization of them is not 
nearly as well developed as that of Evenings on a Farm.  The editor’s appellation of 
“Lugansky” indicates that he is from the Lugansk region of Ukraine, part of the 
Russian empire at the time Pervyi piatok was written.  But aside from that, there is 
very little other information provided about him.  He is apparently a Cossack, but 
unlike Rudy Panko, about whom we know a good deal (the village in which he lives, 
his trade and his marital status), in addition to a description of the storytelling 
custom of his village and the circumstances under which the stories are told, with 
Cossack Lugansky we receive very little to none of this kind of background 
information.  The same is true of his companions, svat Demian and kuma 
Solomonida, about whom we know basically only their names and relationships to 
Lugansky.  As opposed to Evenings on a Farm, in which the circumstances under 
which the tales are told, in what place and by whom, are an important element of 
the work, it is clear from its absence that a detailed depiction of the milieu and the 
people with whom the tales originate are not of primary importance to Dahl.  This 
would seem to indicate that the tales do not derive their claim to folk status and 
their authenticity as Russian folk culture from either the environment that 
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generates them, or the people who tell them.  In other words, they are not folk tales 
because the common folk tell them, at least not primarily so, it would seem.  This is 
another instance where it would appear that Dahl’s focus on the primacy of 
language is reflected in the work.  Based on his views, it is more likely the case that 
the language of the tales themselves is the source of their authenticity and their 
status as “folk” narratives.  If we adopt this perspective, it would not necessarily 
matter who is speaking; it would only matter that the language reflects the common 
Russian language as the “folk” speak it.  In this instance, the fact that Lugansky and 
associates are simple folk is likely less about imparting folk status onto the tales 
based on their origination from a folk source, i.e., the peasant storyteller, but simply 
that, as common people, they are carriers of the language that, in Dahl’s thinking, is 
the repository of true Russianness.   
 Like the figures of Cossack Lugansky and his storytellers, the reading 
audience Lugansky imagines and which he addresses is less defined than in Evenings 
on a Farm.  From Panko’s introduction to Evenings on a Farm, we receive a very 
clear image of the readership he envisions for his tales: his imagined reader is a 
socially and culturally elite reader residing in St. Petersburg.  This does not preclude 
the possibility of other types of readers, but this is the image of the reader created 
within the work itself.  Lugansky, on the other hand, seems to imagine multiple 
groups of narratees and potential narratees for his tales, as indicated by the 
previously discussed shifts in his tone when he is addressing potential 
readers/naratees.  First, there are the categories of people he addresses in his 
preface to the Pervyi piatok – young children and the elderly as well as girls of 
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marriageable age.  One should note here that the groups that comprise the potential 
audience in this appeal to potential readers do not encompass the demographics 
that would most likely make up the most educated and intellectual circles – men in 
the prime years between childhood and dotage.  And though the language, style, and 
subject matter of the tales would seem to cater to the lower classes as A.N. 
Mordvinov pointed out in his report to Count Benckendorff, there is no indication 
here that the potential audience Lugansky envisions is based on socio-economic 
characteristics.  But later in the work, Lugansky seems to shift his focus to other 
groups of potential readers/narratees.  As discussed above, Lugansky appears to 
anticipate that there will be a negative reaction to his tales on the part of some 
readers, specifically a negative reaction to simple Russian language and the use of 
folk sayings.  This category of readers he dismisses with disdain.  It is telling that he 
urges these readers, to whom Russian tales expressed in the language of the 
common people including the use of sayings and proverbs are not to their liking, to 
turn to French literature bound in fancy volumes.  In other words, the people he 
imagines would reject the homespun Russianness of his tales are, in the first place, 
highly educated, since he assumes they would be able to read French; and in the 
second, that they would be well-to-do, since the French literature he imagines them 
reading is bound in Moroccan leather with gilt-edged pages.  These two 
characteristics pinpoint these potentially hostile projected readers as educated, 
westernized, socially and culturally elite people.  This group forms another category 
of potential readers for Lugansky.  Finally, in the third tale, “Rogvolod and 
Moguchan,” Lugansky addresses his tale to his children: “Prick your ears, children, 
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like young bunnies, sit and listen!” (Уставьте же, дети, свои ушенки, как молодые 
зайченки, сидите и слушайте!” Dal’, PSS IX: 38).  Children were already mentioned 
as a potential audience in the preface to the Pervyi piatok, but this image of 
Lugansky telling his own children a sort of fantastic origin story behind the founding 
of the Rurikid dynasty gives greater meaning to the idea of children as an audience 
for these tales, illustrating the importance of the storyteller for the propagation of 
national legends and national folk culture to future generations.  This is an 
interesting contrast to a scene in Evenings on a Farm, when Foma Grigorievich 
explains how he heard the story he is about to relate from his grandfather, who I 
have argued, most likely heard it from his aunt, creating a line of descent for his 
story.  This makes the story almost a sort of inheritance, a kind of narrative legacy 
connecting him to previous generations of his family, mirrored by Foma’s literal 
familial ties to the other storytellers in the chain.  In Lugansky’s tale, however, the 
emphasis is reversed.  It is not important how the story came to him or what other 
storytellers may have been part of the chain of transmission before him; the folk 
spirit the storyteller channels is intrinsic, something he can access by virtue of his 
creative vision.  As a storyteller, he makes his priority to ensure that the next 
generation, embodied in his children, hears his tale and that the national repository 
of folk legends lives on through them.  As such, the storyteller becomes the 
connecting point and a vital linchpin between the national past and the future.   
 Having discussed Cossack Lugansky-the-editor’s relationship to his reader 
and the other storytellers that contribute to the Pervyi piatok, I will now examine his 
relationship as a storyteller to the folkloric and national material of his tales.  This 
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relationship finds its clearest expression in “Rogvolod and Moguchan.”  While the 
other tales are based primarily on magic tales and lubochnye texts as described 
above, “Rogvolod and Moguchan,” in addition to the folkloric elements it shares with 
the other tales, also engages Russian history.  The priskazka sets the tone for the tale 
to follow with an address in the second person to the shades of Russian history: 
Здравствуйте, тени милые!  Здравствуйте, родные, отечественные 
видения! Вы одногнездники со мною, земляки мне, по Богу и по Днепру, 
по Дону и по Неве – но вы язычники и поклоняетесь идолам росту 
исполинского и кумирам искаженным, по желанию и самовольной 
прихоти созидаемым! Они являются и пугают вас, жалуют и виры 
налагают, мучат безчеловечно, братаются и снова кары насылают 
страшные; вы заговариваете их и умаливаете, то заветом, то обетом 
откупаетесь – волхвы и шаманы и кудесники сохраняют связи ваши с 
ведьмами с домовыми и с русалками и с богами высшими – сводят с 
ними и разводят вас; - мы дивимся вам и богатырским вашим 
подвигам; наши дни текут однообразные – чародейства и в завете нет; 
веки тьмой непроницаемой нелегли на жит и бытие ваше… (Dal’, PSS IX: 
36-37) 
 
Hello, dear ghosts!  Hello, native, fatherland visions!  You are from my same 
nest, countrymen to me, by God and the Dnieper and the Don and the Neva – 
but you are pagan and worship idols of giant size and distorted idols, by 
desire and willful caprices created!  They appear and frighten you, bestow 
and impose vira [an ancient Russian punishment for murder], torture 
inhumanly, fraternize and again inflict horrible punishment; you cast a spell 
over them and diminish, with covenants and vows you buy them off – 
sorcerers and shamans and wizards preserve your connection with witches, 
with house spirits and with water sprites and with higher gods – they bring 
you together and separate you; we marvel at you and your heroic, epic feats; 
our days flow monotonously  - sorcery is no longer even in covenants; 
centuries of impenetrable darkness weigh on your life and existence…” 
 
 The Russian past here is depicted as a pagan age, one in which witches, house 
spirits, and water sprites exist and where sorcerers have the power to commune 
with these beings, serving as the mediators between the world of spirits and 
humans.  It is also the time of larger than life deeds.  The relationship between this 
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past time, when the fantastic and the epic existed, and the current reality is 
paradoxically described as both very close and distant at the same time.  Lugansky 
begins by describing these past visions as intimately related to him – they are “of the 
same nest.”  But then he retreats from this closeness by pointing out that they are 
pagan, a trait that separates them from the Orthodox Russia of the present.  The 
distancing continues as he draws the comparison between this fantastic epoch and 
“our own” monotonous days, when these wonders no longer exist.  Finally, this 
sense of remoteness is further underlined when Lugansky emphasizes the centuries 
that lay between this age and his own – the long time separating the two periods 
taking the shape of an impermeable darkness that descends over the age of wonders 
and, presumably, obscuring it from the present.  Here once again, as we have 
discovered in other works examined in this dissertation, folkloric entities and the 
epic deeds of fairy tales are portrayed as existing in a “there” – remote from the here 
and now -- either as a figurative place or, as in this instance, another time - the 
Russian past.    
The tale that follows exhibits a folkloric influence similar to other tales in the 
Pervyi piatok but adds a twist that connects the characters and events to the ancient 
Russian past.  The story describes a childless royal couple -- Prince Sen’ka and his 
consort Shapka  - engaging a witch to travel “beyond the Varangian sea to the thrice-
tenth kingdom, to an unknown country” and to steal a set of male triplets from the 
Tsar of that kingdom.  On the journey back with the triplets, the witch drops one and 
therefore delivers only two to Prince Sen’ka and his wife.  Eventually, Prince Sen’ka 
and Princess Shapka become jealous of their subjects’ love for the boys, who have 
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grown to be unbelievably attractive and courageous, and conspire to get rid of the 
boys.  They entrust the deed to one Belous (White Moustache), who seals the boys 
into a barrel and casts it into the sea.  After sinking to the bottom of the ocean and 
staying there for seven years, the young bogatyrs (epic heroes) are saved, when 
battles first between their godfather, Liudokhran (Protector of People), and the 
witch and then between the witch and her sister--result in the brothers’ cask 
washing up on an island of absolute abundance.  Deciding that they would rather 
seek adventures rather than luxuriate for the rest of their lives on the island, the two 
brothers part ways.  The tale then follows Moguchan’s wanderings, which bring him 
to a mill where the owner forges golden rings and his wife spins silk and strings 
pearl necklaces.  Moguchan (Mighty One) attempts to buy а pearl necklace but is 
denied with the explanation that the pearls can only be acquired if he carries out a 
series of three tasks  - the first to demonstrate physical strength, the second to show 
moral fiber, and the third to prove intellectual prowess.  Moguchan successfully 
passes the three tests, collects his prize, and continues on his journey.  In the midst 
of a storm, the earth opens before him and a chariot appears that conveys him to 
wondrous palace filled with people, where he reunites with his brother, Rogvolod 
(Master of Power) and the third brother who was dropped by the witch as she 
carried them to Prince Sen’ka and Princess Shapka.  The third brother was raised by 
Rusalka Most Luminous, the daughter of Liudokhran, and at this moment she flies to 
the brothers and gives them three shields with their true names inscribed : Riurik, 
Sinav, and Truvor.  She brings to them a wealthy embassy, who fall to their knees 
before the brothers and invite them to rule over them, saying, “Our land is great and 
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bountiful but order there is not: come to control it and to reign, and create justice 
and truth” (“Земля наша велика и обильна, а порядку в ней нет: идите владеть 
и княжить ею, и творите суд и правду” Dal’, PSS IX: 56).  They accept the 
princedom and divide the kingdom between themselves.  Lugansky tells his children 
at this point that if they would like to know what happened after this, they should 
read chronicles.  
The majority of the tale is loosely patterned on the magic tale and displays 
some characteristics and characters common to Russian fairy tales.  For example, 
influence of the magic tale structure may be found in both the boys’ original 
abduction from their parents and their being disposed of by being sealed in a casket 
and thrown into the sea.  These two events – the abduction and the casting into the 
sea – both correspond to number VIII: “The villain causes harm or injury to a 
member of the family”, subsections 1 (“The villain abducts a person”) and 10 (” The 
villain orders someone to be thrown into the sea”), respectively, in Propp’s 
Morphology of the Folktale (Propp, 33).  There also appear several traditional 
characters from Russian fairytales, specifically Baba Yaga (a witch-like character), 
Zmei Gorynych (a dragon or snake), and Rusalka (a water sprite).  Finally, the 
presence of triads such as the three brothers who are the heroes of the tale and the 
three tasks that Moguchan must complete for a quest he accepts during his journey 
further enhance the folkloric feel of the tale.  
It is at the end that this magic tale-type adventure narrative takes a turn 
toward Russian history when it is revealed that the brothers who have been the 
heroes of the story are the same three brothers who, according to legend, founded 
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the Kievan state.  The historical account/legend of the establishment of the Rurikid 
dynasty that Dahl references in his tale comes from the Primary Chronicle.  The 
legend from the Primary Chronicle is as follows: 
И изгнали варягов за море, и не дали им дани, и начали сами собой 
владеть, и не было среди них правды, и встал род на род, и была у них 
усобица, и стали воевать друг с другом. И сказали: «Поищем сами себе 
князя, который бы владел нами и рядил по ряду и по закону». Пошли за 
море к варягам, к руси. Те варяги назывались русью, как другие 
называются шведы, а иные — норманны и англы, а еще иные готы — 
вот так и эти. Сказали руси чудь, славяне, кривичи и весь: «Земля наша 
велика и обильна, а порядка в ней нет. Приходите княжить и владеть 
нами». И избрались трое братьев со своими родами, и взяли с собой всю 
русь, и пришли прежде всего к славянам. И поставили город Ладогу. И 
сел старший, Рюрик, в Ладоге, а другой — Синеус, — на Белом озере, а 
третий, Трувор, — в Изборске.19   
  
And they drove the Varangians out beyond the sea, and did not give them 
tribute, and began to rule over themselves, and there was not among them 
truth, and family rose against family, and there was civil strife, and they 
began to fight one another.  And they said: “Let us look for a prince for 
ourselves, who would rule over us and judge according to order and law.”  
They traveled beyond the sea to the Varangians, to the Rus’.  The Varangians 
were called Rus’, as others are called Swedes and others – Normans and 
Angles, and still others Goths.  They said to the Rus’ tribe, the Slavs, the 
Krivichi and all: “Our land is great and bountiful but there is not order in it.  
Come to reign and rule over us.”  Three brothers were elected with their 
clans, and they took with them all Rus’, and arrived first of all to the Slavs.  
They founded the city of Ladoga.  And the elder brother, Riurik, settled in 
Ladoga, and a second – Sineus – on the White lake, and the third, Truvor – in 
Izoborsk.  
 
From the early 18th century, the Primary Chronicle, including the origin story 
of Kievan Rus’, began to attract the attention of academics and scholars.  A theory 
developed and was initially espoused by eighteenth century scholars of mostly 
Germanic origin that the Varangians mentioned in the legend included in the 
Primary Chronicle were Scandinavian Vikings, and it was to them that the credit 
                                                        
19 (Povest’ vremennykh let. Ed. O.V. Tvorogova. Elektronnye publikatsii instituta 
russkoi literatury (Pushkinskogo Doma). Pushkinskii Dom, n.d. Web 30 April 2015) 
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should go for the founding of the Kievan state and the institutions of government 
that formed the basis for the modern Russian Empire (Maiorova, 53-54).  The theory 
posited a divide between the period of civilization brought by the Varangians and a 
savage age that preceded it.  Understandably this hypothesis was challenged by 
native Russian scholars, starting with Lomonosov, who saw in the theory an attempt 
to denigrate native Russians and their culture.  The “Norman theory” as it came to 
be known continued to be a point of controversy into the nineteenth century, where 
it was reimagined by various authors and scholars in ways that would support their 
particular stance on the question of Russian nationhood and the founding of the 
Russian state.20  The state also found the calling of the Varangians a useful vehicle 
for propagating their vision of the Russian state and its relationship to the people.  
The state’s version of the Varangian legend more or less followed Pogodin’s 
interpretation of the event as a mutual and amicable arrangement between the 
people and the rulers to whom they voluntarily submitted.  It was into this milieu 
fraught with conflicting interpretations of the Varangian legend that Dahl 
introduced his version of the tale.   
Dahl incorporates into his tale the central event of the legend – the Slavic 
embassy’s request that the Varangians/Rus’ come to rule over them and that three 
brothers accept the offer and come to rule.  He includes a quote of the request that 
follows very closely the language as it appears in the Primary Chronicle but 
                                                        
20 Nikolai Karamzin, Mikhail Pogodin, Pyotr Kireevsky as well as the Westernizers 
all took part in the polemics surrounding the origin story of the founding of Kiev.  
See Olga Maiorova, From the Shadow of Empire, for a detailed discussion of the ways 
in which the Varangian origin legend was used to construct different interpretations 
of the character and nature of the Russian nation and people.   
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modernizes the original Old Russian.  The real names he gives for the brothers are 
taken exactly from the Chronicle with the exception of Sinav, whose name appears in 
the Chronicle as Sineus.  Dahl’s tale can be taken as a supplement to the legend and 
the Chronicle.  The legend as it appears in the Chronicle is told from the point of view 
of the proto-Russian people, giving a little of their history and what led them to 
request of the Varangians a prince to rule over them.  “Rogvolod and Moguchan,” by 
contrast, offers a different perspective, focusing on providing a prehistory leading 
up to the brothers’ acceptance of rulership over what would become the Kievan 
state from their point of view, although, granted, it is a fantastical imagining of that 
backstory.  Dahl to some extent lessens the significance of one of the primary points 
of contention in the debate over the Varangian legend – whether the Russian people 
should be seen as complicit in their subjugation to the Varangians by shifting the 
focus from that central event in the Primary Chronicle to the imagined back story of 
the brothers’ origins.   Even in the depiction of the events recorded in the Chronicle, 
Dahl does not add anything that would give a hint of his attitude toward the events 
of the legend.  He relates it very simply, very quickly, with very little detail.   Another 
consequence of Dahl’s shift in focus onto an unknown and unrecorded aspect of the 
Kievan state’s origin story is that he creates a relationship between the written and 
(his hypothesized) oral history of Russia wherein written sources in the form of 
chronicles and histories of ancient Rus’ are complemented by oral narrative forms 
like the magic tale.  The implication is that written sources may encompass only part 
of a much larger oral tradition that is slowly lost over time, expressed in the tale by 
the incorporation of an actual legend from ancient Russian chronicles into a 
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representation of a larger folktale-type oral narrative. Lugansky himself makes this 
relationship explicit in his introduction to the story when he asserts that “fairytales 
and legends are the forerunners of chronicles” (“Сказки и предания предтечи 
летописей”; Dal’, PSS IX: 37).  The implication may be that the written narrative 
derives its authority in part from its continuity with the oral tradition.   By creating 
an oral complement to the written chronicle, in the form of a folktale, Dahl also gives 
the legend back, as it were, to the people, who would be the tellers of such a tale.  
This would seem to be a way to remove the legend from the polemics of intellectuals 
and the propaganda of the state, making it instead a folktale that belongs to the 
Russian people. 
Whereas the oral folk tale may be the precursor of the chronicle, Lugansky 
makes clear that it is the written record that carries the tradition forward and 
preserves the nation’s past.  After his tale is finished, he refers his children to the 
chronicles if they would like to find out what happened next: “And if you want to 
know, children, how our tsareviches lived and got along, then read from now on the 
narratives of chroniclers.” (“А если хотите, дети, знать да ведать, как они жили 
да поживали, так читайте отныне повествование летописцев”; Dal’, PSS IX: 58).  
This exhortation to his children that they should turn to written sources for the 
continuation to his story is an echo of the views Lugansky expresses in his 
priskazka.  Having addressed the ghosts of the Russian past, Lugansky laments that 
those days are far removed from the present and that traces of them are only 
retained in oral legends “Centuries of impenetrable darkness weigh on your life and 
existences; weak echoes in oral legends reverberate and die out…” (“веки тьмой 
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непроницаемой налегли на жить и бытие ваше; отголоски слабые в преданиях 
изустных отзываются и замирают…”; Dal’ PSS IX: 9)  The oral narrative tradition 
here is depicted as a frail thread connecting Lugansky’s time to the ancient Russian 
past and in fact is not only weak but dying out.  It cannot, therefore, continue to be 
the repository of the Russian national past as it will eventually fade away and the 
ties to those ancient times will be lost with it.  Lugansky gives his solution several 
lines later, saying, “I know Russian cursive writing and will pass on your memory to 
posterity, I will save you from oblivion!” (“Я знаю грамоте российской 
скорписной и предам память вашу потомству, я избавляю вас от забвения!” 
Dal’ PSS IX: 37).  Here the continuity between the written word and the oral makes 
itself evident, and the storyteller transforms into the writer who has the power to 
record the nation’s past for all time.   
Artistic inspiration is the force that connects both the writer and the 
storyteller to the national past.  Immediately before Lugansky’s pledge to capture 
the ghosts of Russian history, he hints at his ability to channel the spirit of the past 
through inspiration, which then manifests itself through the writer’s art.  “Stop once 
again, shades of the forefathers, stop in your military armor, the armor of epic 
heroes, and move past me slowly: I am inspired and see you, I see you invisible 
ones…” (“станьте ещежды, тени прадедов, станьте в доспехах своих ратных, 
богатырских, и протеките надо мною медленно: я вдохновен и вижу вас, 
увижу невидимок…”; Dal’, PSS IX: 37).  Later Lugansky describes a similar fit of 
inspiration happening to Boyan – a bard mentioned in the Lay of Igor’s Campaign, 
the figure of which was later adopted by a number of later writers and incorporated 
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into modern literary works, Ruslan and Liudmila being one example and “Rogvolod 
and Moguchan” another.  As Lugansky describes it, “Boyan nightingale, the clever 
singer of songs, saw in a dream how Moguchan tsarevich galloped, his bogatyr’s gait, 
and composed this song in his name…” (“Видел во сне Баян соловей, песнопевец 
затейливый, как скакал Могуцчан царевич, богатырская поступь, и сложил 
именем его песню”; Dal’ PSS IX: 45).  Once again, the storyteller is shown to have a 
particular connection to the past though artistic inspiration.  It is this artistic vision 
that allows the storyteller/writer to embody the national past through his works.  
This relieves the writer/storyteller to some extent of the burden of being authentic 
expected when the source of narodnost’ is located in a place or group of people to 
which the writer does not belong, as is the situation when an educated, westernized, 
culturally elite writer attempts to re-create or capture the voice of the common 
Russian people through the use of folklore.  The writer in that case may feel pressed 
to establish the authenticity of his folk source, or create a persona of a simple 
person of the folk who, by virtue of their common origin, lends an air of authenticity 
to the writer’s use of folklore.  By endowing the writer/storyteller with a link to the 
national past, and by extension the national essence, through artistic inspiration, the 
writer acquires authority to represent the nation.  One can find an indication of this 
at the end of the tale.  Lugansky calls upon the bards and those with ability to sing of 
the heroes of old: 
 
Sing, boyan-nightingales, sing of your tsarevichs, strum on golden strings, 
Slavic glory, the feats of the valorous glorify!  Who is good and strong with 
their native language and converse with past centuries, bequeath to us 
twelve thick books of chronicles, full of Russian truth and eloquence; another 
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warble as a nightingale with loud voice, whistle of heavenly birds, set rolling 
with thunder across the heavens, compose wonderful songs about Svetlana, 
about Vadim and sing in the camps of Russian warriors; there praise Ruslan 
and Liudmila, and compose the life of Tsar Boris… 
 
Пойте, баяны-соловьи, пойте царевичей своих, в струны златые 
ударийте, славу славянскую, подвиги доблестные прославляйте! Кто 
горазд и силен языком родным и беседует с веками прошлыми, 
зевещает нам двенадцать толстых книг летописных, польных правды 
русской, красноречия; иной соловьем голосистым щелкает, птицей 
райской насвистывает, громом по небесью, раскатывается, песни 
чудные слагает о Светлане, О Вадиме и поет во стане русских воинов; 
тот Руслан и Людмилу воспевает, и царя Бориса житие слагает…” (Dal’, 
PSS IX: 59)   
 
Among the historical figures Lugansky calls upon the storytellers to celebrate he 
includes Pushkin as the author of Ruslan and Liudmila, elevating his fictional 
characters to the same level as the historical figures of the Russian past – an 
indication that as a product of the vision that connects the writer-artist to his nation, 
his work becomes part of the repository of national cultural heritage. 
  






Folklore and folk culture left their mark on the creative life of each of the 
authors discussed in this dissertation.  The folkloric inspiration they shared 
influenced each of them differently, however.  Pushkin’s folkloric muse manifested 
itself in several ways over the course of his artistic career.  In Ruslan and Ludmila 
and the fairy tales he created hybrid literary works that combined native folkloric 
elements with aspects of both foreign and domestic high literature, exploring the 
artistic potential of folk narrative genres.  In Eugene Onegin folklore and folk culture 
become a signifier of Russianness in the characterization of his heroine, Tatiana.  
Folk songs, folk customs, and folk imagery echo the heroine’s mind-set, adding 
richness to her representation and giving a sense of realism to Pushkin’s depiction 
of Russian life.  In Gogol’s experiments with folklore in his literary works, the simple 
folk take center stage.  Aspects of Ukrainian puppet theater (vertep), folk customs 
and beliefs, legends and tales, food and dress all combine to form a rich 
representation of the Ukrainian simple folk in Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka.  
The folklore that appears in this collection of tales is intimately bound to its source 
in the lower classes; the folklore gives verisimilitude and sense of folk color to the 
village life depicted in this work.  At the same time, the village and the simple folk 
who are the focus of the work provide context and depth to the folklore Gogol 
includes in it, so that the folkloric elements in Evenings on a Farm and the depiction 
of the peasant world in it are mutually enriching.  Finally, in Dahl’s Pervyi piatok, 
folklore becomes a means to show the expressive potential of the Russian language.  
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Folklore manifests itself in language through the incorporation of proverbs and folk 
sayings.  In addition, the folk-inspired plots and features characteristic of folk 
narrative genre create a stage upon which the simple language of the Russian folk 
could be displayed.  Folklore, therefore, becomes a way of showing the Russian folk 
language in its natural habitat, so the speak.  All these works highlight different 
aspects of folklore and demonstrate various different ways of depicting the 
relationship between folklore and literature, folklore and the people, and folklore 
and the language.    
 The use of folklore in Russian literature in the 1830s is a rich subject that has 
by no means been exhausted by scholars.  This dissertation has touched on only a 
small sampling of the variety of folklore-infused literary works of the 1830s. In 
addition to Pushkin, Gogol, and Dahl, many other authors of this period also created 
works based in folklore.  Among them were Vasily Zhukovsky and his “Tale of Tsar 
Berendei” (“Сказка о царе Берендее,” 1831), Petr Ershov’s “Little Hump-Backed 
Horse” (“Конек-горбунок,” 1834), as well as novels by Alexander Veltman and 
stories by Vladimir Odoevsky.  Most of these works were the product of the general 
interest in folklore as an expression of narodnost’ that was circulating in intellectual 
circles of the time.  There were some cases, however, in which the simultaneous 
production of folkloric literary works was aided by personal connections between 
the authors.  Such was the case with some of Zhukovsky’s and Pushkin’s fairy tales.  
According to the notes to Zhukovsky’s “Tale of Tsar Berendei,” this tale, along with 
“Sleeping Beauty” and “War of the Mice and Frogs,” were written at the same time as 
Pushkin’s “Tale of Tsar Saltan,” between August and September of 1831, when the 
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two were spending almost every evening together at Tsarskoe Selo (Zhukovsky PSS 
IV: 447).  This contact undoubtedly created an atmosphere of mutual inspiration 
and encouragement for the two writers’ experimentation with folklore.  Instances 
such as this offer tantalizing hints to the ways in which the fascination with folklore 
spread in literary circles of the period.  Moreover, it gives some indication how 
writers’ experiments with folklore both stimulated, and were stimulated by, other 
writers and other folkloric literary works being produced at the time.  And as this 
dissertation had demonstrated, the folklore-influenced works of the 1830s 
displayed many different approaches, focuses, and attitudes towards folklore.  A 
fuller account of this body of folkloric works and the role of folklore in the literature 
of the 1830s is yet to be written. 
 The influence of folklore on Russian literature and culture also extended far 
beyond the 1830s.  The literary works explored in this dissertation left traces on the 
future development of Russian cultural life, both individually and as part of the 
larger fashion for including folkloric elements in literature that characterized the 
period in which they were written.  The potential of these works as expressions of 
Russian national identity extends far beyond the literary work itself.  Their seed was 
carried on the cultural current, inspiring new works in new artistic media.  Many of 
the works discussed here, for example, found new life in music — as operas — 
whose plots and folkloric themes providing a canvas for experimentations with folk 
music.  Among these are Ruslan and Ludmila, Eugene Onegin, “The Tale of Tsar 
Saltan,” and “The Golden Cockerel” as well as “A May Night” from Evenings on a 
Farm near Dikanka.  To follow one of these examples further, Pushkin’s fairy tales 
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can be found today on a multitude of matryoshki (nesting dolls) for sale in Russian 
souvenir markets.  Often, they may be the foreign tourists’ first introduction to 
Russia’s national poet, as the vendors will eagerly relate the fairy tales their wares 
depict and their connection to Pushkin.  The fairy tales have also spawned TV 
adaptations, countless editions, and versions in books and can even be found as 
iPhone and tablet apps.  The great number of re-tellings, re-workings, and 
adaptations of these tales into other art forms and media is a clear indication of both 
their cultural resonance and the extent to which they have become an inextricable 
part of the Russian cultural fabric.   
  Within the literary tradition, the fascination with folklore in the 1830s did 
not fail to leave its mark on Russian literature.  Though the 1830s marked a high 
point for works created in imitation of folk narrative genres – the literary fairy tale 
in particular, writers in the ensuing decades continued to incorporate folklore into 
their works.  Dostoevsky was one of those who made extensive use of folk beliefs, 
customs, and symbolism to create additional layers of meaning and depth to his 
works.21  The skaz technique embraced by Gogol and Dahl in their folkloric works 
was further developed and taken to new heights by Nikolai Leskov in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century.  Writers who continued to use folklore in literary works 
and to employ techniques developed through writers’ engagement with folklore in 
the 1830s, carried the tradition forward to still other generations of writers.  The 
                                                        
21 See Linda Ivanits. Dostoevsky and the Russian People. Reissue edition. New York: 
Cambridge UP, 2008 for a detailed exploration of the use of folklore in Dostoevsky’s 
works. 
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result is a rich vein of folklore running through Russian literature and culture, the 
depths and complexity of which has only begun to be explored.  
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